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NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
TM- 103605 October 1992
Solid Propulsion Integrity Program (SPIP) 48-2
Modified NASA (MNASA) Final Report May
1992. S.L. Allums, R.E. Bauman, D.W. Clark,
C.D. DeWeese, W.B. Fox, R.D. Gaffin, T.M.
Golden, L.D. Herbek, D.M. Holt, T.W.
Lawrence, S.W. Lawson, G.T. Story, and M.W.
Suits. Propulsion Laboratory. X93-10259
The SPIP 48-2 MNASA motor was test fired in
the Solid Propulsion Test Assembly (SPTA) facility
on November 6, 1991. The purpose of the SPIP 48-2
test was primarily directed at qualitative comparison
of four nonasbestos insulation materials, evaluation
of nozzle ablatives and modeling techniques, and the
investigation of embedded bondline sensors. Thiokol
fabricated the nozzle and cast the cartridges with
88/19 HTPB propellant. Aerojet fabricated the igni-
tion system. In addition, Thiokol installed the pro-
pellant cartridge bondline instrumentation. Wyle on-
site personnel provided support for assembly and
disassembly operation. MSFC personnel performed
insulation installation of the materials in the blast
tube, designed the tooling required for M&P opera-
tions, engineered the motor processing, ran the bal-
listics, thermal, thermal structural, and thermal radia-
tion analyses, and performed all pre/posttest
measurements of the insulation and nozzle compo-
nents. All test objectives for the firing were at least
partially met. The motor case and blast tube struc-
tural components showed no heat effects. Nozzle
and blast tube insulation materials suffered no sig-
nificant anomalous erosion. The Wyle
"experimental" recession gauge in the insulated blast
tube assembly appears to have functioned as
designed. The test duration was approximately 28.25
seconds to motor tail-off.
TM- 108375 October 1992
Microbiological Analysis of Debris From STS-
42 IML-1 by Direct Plating of Rinse Waters.
G.A. Smithers. Materials and Processes Labora-
tory. N93-12174
Microbial analysis of air filter debris from
Spacelab mission IML-1 was performed via direct
plating of rinse waters on a battery of selective and
nonselective nutrient agars. Microbial isolates were
identified using Minitek and Biolog technologies.
Twenty-four types of bacteria were recovered and
classified; a similar number of fungal types was
observed, but these were not identified. This proce-
dure can provide information about the proportions
of organism types present at the time of debris col-
lection.
TM-108376 October 1992
An Evaluation of Corrosion Protection by Two
Epoxy Primers on 2219-T87 and 7075-T73
Aluminum. M.J. Mendrek. Materials and Pro-
cesses Laboratory. N93-13716
A comparison of the corrosion protection pro-
vided by two amine epoxy primers was made using
salt fog, alternate immersion, and total immersion as
exposure media. The study is the result of a request
to use an unqualified low volatile organic carbon
(VOC) primer (AKZO 463-6-78) in place of the cur-
rent primer (AKZO 463-6-3) because environmental
regulations have eliminated use of the current primer
in many states. Primed, scribed samples of 2219-T87
and 7075-T73 aluminum were exposed to 5-percent
NaCi salt fog and 3.5-percent NaC1 alternate
immersion for a period of 90 days. In addition, elec-
trode samples immersed in 3.5-percent NaCI were
tested using electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS). The EG&G model 368 ac impedance
measurement system was used to monitor changing
properties of AKZO 463-6-78 and AKZO 463-6-3
primed 2219-T87 aluminum for a period of 30 days.
The response of the corroding system to a frequency
scan can be modeled in terms of an equivalent cir-
cuit consisting of resistors and capacitors in a
specific arrangement. Each resistor/capacitor com-
bination represents physical processes taking place
within the electrolyte, at the electrolyte/primer sur-
face, within the coating, and at the coating/substrate
surface. Values for the resistors and capacitors are
assigned following a nonlinear least squares fit of
the data to the equivalent circuit. Changes in the
values of equivalent circuit parameters during the
30-day exposure allow assessment of the time to and
mechanism of coating breakdown.
TM- 108377 October 1992
The Mechanism of Bolt Loading. H.M. Lee.
Structures and Dynamics Laboratory.
N93-12412
This report shows that the mechanism of bolt
loading for preloaded fasteners can be effectively
portrayed through simple spring models and some
algebraic manipulations. Understanding schemati-
cally what is involved in such joints provides insight
into the distribution of loads. The equations devel-
oped confirm that for both symmetric and nonsym-
metric joints the loading plane factor (17) and the
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stiffnessfactor(_) directly affectthe loadseenin
preloadedfasteners.The mannerin which an
externaloadingis transferredthroughthejoint can
be explainedasenergydissipatedin the various
springsof both the abutment and the bolt itself.
TM-108378 October 1992
Shear Joint Capability Versus Bolt Clearance.
H.M. Lee. Structures and Dynamics Laboratory.
N93-12419
This report presents the results of a conservative
analysis approach into the determination of shear
joint strength capability for typical space-flight
hardware as a function of the bolt-hole clearance
specified in the design. These joints are comprised
of high-strength steel fasteners and abutments con-
structed of aluminum alloys familiar to the
aerospace industry. A general analytical expression
was first arrived at which relates bolt-hole clearance
to the bolt shear load required to place all joint fas-
teners into a shear transferring position. Extension of
this work allowed the analytical development of
joint load capability as a function of the number of
fasteners, shear strength of the bolt, bolt-hole clear-
ance, and the desired factor of safety. Analysis
results clearly indicate that a typical spaceflight
hardware joint can withstand significant loading
when less than ideal bolt hole clearances are used in
the design.
TM-108379 October 1992
Glass Fiber Processing for the Moon/Mars Pro-
gram (Center Director's Discretionary Fund
Final Report). D.S. Tucker, E. Ethridge, and P.
Curreri. Materials and Processes Laboratory.
N93-13115
Glass fiber has been produced from two lunar
soil simulants. These two materials simulate lunar
mare soil and lunar highland soil compositions,
respectively. Short fibers containing recrystallized
areas were produced fiom the as-received simulants.
Doping the highland simulant with 8 weight percent
B2-O3 yielded a material which could be spun con-
tinuously. The effects of lunar gravity on glass fiber
formation were studied utilizing NASA's KC-135
aircraft. Gravity was found to play a major role in
final fiber diameter.
TM-108380 October 1992
Design of a Welded Joint for Robotic, On-Orbit
Assembly of Space Structures. W.K. Rule and
F.P. Thomas. Structures and Dynamics Labora-
tory. N93-12682
A preliminary design for a weldable truss joint
for on-orbit assembly of large space structures is
described. The joint was designed for ease of
assembly, for structural efficiency, and to allow
passage of fluid (for active cooling or other pur-
poses) along the member through the joint. The truss
members were assumed to consist of graphite/epoxy
tubes to which were bonded 2219-T87 aluminum
alloy end fittings for welding on-orbit to truss nodes
of the same alloy. A modified form of gas tungsten
arc welding was assumed to be the welding process.
The joint was designed to withstand the thermal and
structural loading associated with a 120-ft diameter
tetrahedral truss intended as an aerobrake for a
mission to Mars.
TM-108381 October 1992
An Intelligem Position-Specific Training System
for Mission Operations (CDDF Final Report
Project Number 90-20). M.P. Schneider. Mission
Operations Laboratory. N93-13156
Marshall Space Flight Center's (MSFC's) pay-
load ground controller training program provides
very good generic training; however, ground con-
troller position-specific training can be improved by
including position-specific training systems in the
training program.
This report explains why MSFC needs to
improve payload ground controller position-specific
training. The report describes a generic syllabus for
position-specific training systems, a range of system
designs for position-specific training systems, and a
generic development process for developing posi-
tion-specific training systems. The report also
describes a position-specific training system proto-
type that was developed for the crew interface coor-
dinator payload operations control center ground
controller position.
The report concludes that MSFC can improve
the payload ground controller training program by
incorporating position-specific training systems into
the training program. The report recommends that
MSFC investigate the possibility of developing
position-specific training systems for each ground
controller position; however, MSFC should not
develop position-specific training systems unless
payload ground controller position experts will be
available to participate in the development process.
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TM-108382 November1992
ProcessComparisonStudy(CDDFFinalReport
Project Number 89-03). T. Golden and J.
Krawiec.MaterialsandProcessesLaboratory.
N93-13429
A processcomparisonstudy was conducted
usingfour differentadvancedmanufacturingtech-
niquesto fabricatea compositesolidrocketbooster
systemstunnelcover.Costsandlaborhourswere
trackedto providethecomparisonbetweenthepro-
cesses.A relativestructuralcomparisonof thecom-
ponentsis also included.The processesutilized
includedfilamentwinding,pultrusion,automated
tapelaying,andthermoplasticthermoforming.The
handlayuptechniqueis alsocompared.Of thefour
advancedprocessesevaluated,the thermoformed
thermoplasticomponentresultedin the leasttotal
cost.Theautomatedtapelayingandfilamentwind-
ing techniquescloselyfollowedthethermoplastic
componentin termsof totalcost;and,thesetech-
niquesshowthemostpromisefor highqualitycom-
ponentsandlowerproductioncosts.Thepultruded
component,with its expensivetoolingandmaterial
requirements,wasbyfarthemostexpensiveprocess
evaluated,althoughtheresultsobtainedwouldnot
berepresentativeof largeproductionruns.
TM-108383 November1992
A Comparisonof ChromicAcid andSulfuric
Acid Anodizing.M.D. Danford.Materialsand
ProcessesLaboratory. N93-13378
Becauseof federalandstatemandatesrestricting
the useof hexavalentchromium,it wasdeemed
worthwhile to comparethe corrosionprotection
afforded2219-T87aluminumalloyby bothTypeI
chromicacidandTypeII sulfuricacidanodizingper
MIL-A-8625.Corrosionmeasurementsweremade
on large, flat 2219-T87aluminumalloy sheet
materialwithanareaof 1cm2exposedto acorrosive
mediumof 3.5-percentsodiumchlorideat pH5.5.
Both ac electrochemicalimpedancespectroscopy
andthedc polarizationresistancetechniqueswere
employed.The results clearly indicate that the
corrosionprotectionobtainedby TypeII sulfuric
acidanodizingis superior,andnoproblemshould
resultbysubstitutingTypeII sulfuricacidanodizing
forTypeI chromicacidanodizing.
TM-108384 November1992
OptimalControlComputerPrograms.F. Kuo.
StructuresandDynamicsLaboratory.
N93-13289
The solutionof the optimalcontrol problem,
evenwithlow orderdynamicalsystems,canusually
straintheanalyticalability of mostengineers.The
understandingof this subject matter, therefore,
wouldbegreatlyenhancedif a softwarepackage
existedthatcouldsimulatesimplegenericproblems.
Surprisingly,despitea greatabundanceof commer-
ciallyavailablecontrolsoftware,few,if any,address
thepartof optimalcontrolin its mostgenericform.
Thepurposeof thispaperis, therefore,to presenta
simplecomputerprogramthatwill performsimula-
tionsof optimalcontrolproblemsthatarisefromthe
first necessarycondition and the Pontryagin's
maximumprinciple.
TM-108385 October1992
A Planfor SpacecraftAutomatedRendezvous.
A.W. Deaton,J.J.Lomas,and L.D. Mullins.
SystemsAnalysisandIntegrationLaboratory.
N93-15392
An automatedrendezvousapproachhasbeen
developedthatutilizesadvancesin technologyto
reducereal-time/neareal-timeflight operations
supportpersonnelto anacceptablelevelthatis near
theminimumwithoutjeopardizingthesuccessof the
mission.Theon-boardflight targetingusesa rule-
basedsystemto selectthepursuitvehiclephasing
orbitsandusesprecisenavigationupdatesfromthe
pursuit/targetspacecraftmadepossiblebytheglobal
positioningsystemreceivers/processorson both
spacecraftto adjustthephasingorbitsandachieve
rendezvous.The ascent-to-orbitargetingfor the
pursuitvehiclehasbeensuccessfullydecoupled
from theon-orbitorbit transferphasingtargeting.
Typicallaunchwindowdatahavebeendeveloped
for theheavylift launchvehicleandcargotransfer
vehiclefor a SpaceStationFreedom rendezvous
mission.
TM-108386 December 1992
The Effect of Tensile Stress on Hydrogen Diffu-
sion in Metal Alloys. M.D. Danford. Materials
and Processes Laboratory. N93-16701
The effect of tensile stress on hydrogen diffusion
has been determined for Type 303 stainless steel,
A286 CRES, and Waspaloy and IN100 nickel-base
alloys. It was found that hydrogen diffusion coeffi-
cients are not significantly affected by stress, while
the hydrogen permeabilities are greatly affected in
Type 303 stainless steel and A286 CRES (iron-based
alloys), but are affected little in Waspaloy (nickel-
base) and not affected at all in IN100 (nickel base).
3
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Theseobservationsmightbetaken as an indication
that hydrogen permeabilities are affected by stress in
iron-based alloys, but only slightly affected in
nickel-based alloys. However, it is too early to make
such a generalization based on the study of only
these four alloys.
TM-108387 December 1992
Space Station Freedom Phase III Water Recov-
ery System Water Recovery Test Stage 7 Test
Report. K.J. Parrish, K.O. Niehuss, K.E. Robin-
son, A.N. Jones, K.R. Payne, and D.W. Terrell.
Systems Analysis and Integration Laboratory.
X93-10314
A series of tests has been conducted at the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to
evaluate the performance of a predevelopment water
recovery system. Potable and urine reclamation sys-
tems were integrated with end-use equipment items
and successfully operated in open, partially closed,
and totally closed modes for a total of 59 days.
Significant discoveries were made during this test
operation. This test report summarizes the test con-
figuration, events, anomalies, and results pertaining
to the system's operation.
TM-108388 December 1992
A Preliminary Evaluation of VPPA Versus GTA
Welding. W.R. Gamwell, C. Russell, T.W.
Malone, and A. Nunes. Materials and Processes
Laboratory. X93-10313
Mechanical properties were evaluated to deter-
mine whether the variable polarity plasma arc
(VPPA) welding process produced welds in alloy
718 with equivalent room temperature structural
performance to current space shuttle main engine
(SSME) weld manufactured by the constant current
gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process. Welding
was performed on 0.25-in alloy 718 plate material
purchased in a 1,900 *F solution annealed condition.
GTAW was accomplished using nine passes,
whereas VPPA welding was accomplished using two
passes. Post-welded panels were heat treated to the
STA-1 condition. Post-welded specimens had weld
beads left intact or machined flush. All mechanical
property data and statistical analyses are provided in
the accompanying tables. Student t and Weibun
analyses are included.
Analyses showed that for flush specimens, the
VPPA welding process produces welds with equiva-
lent room temperature structural performance to
welds manufactured by the GTAW process. For
intact bead specimens, the GTAW process produced
welds with better ultimate tensile strength and per-
cent elongation, but it was not possible to distinguish
a difference in fatigue life between the two pro-
CeSSeS.
TM-108389 December 1992
Study of the Glass Formation of High Tempera-
ture Superconductors (CDDF Final Report Pro-
ject No. 89-04). E.C. Ethridge, W.F. Kaukler,
and T. Rolin. Space Science Laboratory.
N93-15500
A number of compositions of ceramic oxide
high Tc superconductors were elevated for their
glass formation ability by means of rapid thermal
analysis during quenching, optical, and electron
microscopy of the quenched samples, and with sub-
sequent DSC measurements. Correlations between
experimental measurements and the methodical
composition changes identified the formulations of
superconductors that can easily form glass. The
superconducting material was first formed as a glass;
then, with subsequent devitrification, it was formed
into a bulk crystalline superconductor by a series of
processing methods.
TM-108390 January 1993
Imaging the Sun in Hard X Rays Using Fourier
Telescopes. J.W. Campbell. Space Science Lab-
oratory. N93-15203
For several years, solar flares have been
observed with a variety of instruments confirming
that tremendous amounts of energy are locally stored
in the solar magnetic field and then rapidly released
during the life of the flare. In concert with observa-
tions, theorists have attempted to describe the means
by which these energetic events occur and evolve. In
an attempt to explain the ambiguities regarding hard
x-ray emission from flares, two competing theories
have emerged and have stood the test of time. One
theory describes the flare in terms of nonthermal,
electron beam injection into a thick target while the
other uses a thermal approach. Both theories provide
results which are reasonably consistent with current
observations; but to date, none have been able to
provide conclusive evidence as to the validity of
either model. This is principally due to the short
physical time scales and small size scales involved.
So far, the averaging effects of observations taken
over large time and size scales have tended to mask
the differences. Imaging on short time scales
4
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(i.e., 1 s) and/or small size scales (i.e., 1 arc s)
should give definitive answers to these questions. In
order to test whether a realistic telescope can indeed
discriminate between models, we construct model
sources based upon the thermal and the nonthermal
models and calculate the emission as a function of
time and energy in the range from 10 to 100 keV. In
addition, we construct model telescopes representing
both the spatial modulation collimator (SMC) and
the rotating modulation collimator (RMC) tech-
niques of observation using random photon counting
statistics. With these two types of telescopes, we
numerically simulate the instrument response to the
above two model flares to see if there are distinct x-
ray signatures which may be discernible. We find
that theoretical descriptions of the primary models of
solar flares do indeed predict different hard x-ray
signatures for 1-s time scales and at 1- to 5-arc s
spatial resolution. However, these distinguishing
signatures can best be observed early in the impul-
sive phase and from a position perpendicular to the
plane of the loop. Furthermore, we find that Fourier
telescopes with reasonable and currently attainable
design characteristics can image these signatures and
that given the same sensitive areas and short tem-
poral integration times relative to source evolution
(i.e., 1 s), the RMC and the SMC will both provide
about the same performance. The ability to image is
strongly dependent upon the intensity of the specific
loop being observed. Specifically, for 1-s temporal
integration times, for 10 keV energy bins, and for
complex sources, the intensity threshold is found to
be 0.2 photon cm -2 s -1 keV -_ per 4×4-arc s telescope
resolution cell at the Earth. For intensities greater
than this threshold, clear imaging can be accom-
plished using our Fourier telescope. However, this is
only true for intensities which are within a factor of
10 of the brightest intensity in its immediate vicinity
as the dynamic range of the telescope was found to
be on the order of 10:1. This limitation has been
found to play a role in imaging emission profiles of
both models in that weak spatial features are sup-
pressed by brighter ones. Also, we find that the tele-
scope is tolerant to random noise on the detector and
that imaging performance is surprisingly resistant to
twist (i.e., rotation of the grids with respect to one
another) less than 2 arc min in magnitude. Actual
fields of view of the telescopes are much less (i.e.,
1:4) than the geometric fields of view; however, full
Sun coverage is achievable for telescopes using
reasonable parameters. In summary, we find that
Fourier telescopes are promising approaches for hard
x-ray imaging of the Sun and should serve to pro-
vide significant insight into the physical processes at
work in flares.
TM-108391 January 1993
Passive Recirculation in the National Launch
System's Fuel Feedlines. W.R. Wilson and K.A.
Holt. Propulsion Laboratory. N93-17941
This report contains the passive recirculation
tests on the fuel feedline of the National Launch Sys-
tem (NLS). The majority of testing was performed in
February 1992, at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology in Boulder, CO. The primary objec-
tive was to characterize passive recirculation in the
NLS fuel feedline. The objective was met by observ-
ing the passive recirculation in a one-fifth scale
model of the feedline with clear glass sections. The
testing was recorded on video tape and with
photographs. A description of the testing apparatus
and support equipment is included. The experiment
indicates that passive recirculation was occurring;
higher angles from the horizontal transfer more heat.
TM-108392 October 1992
FY 1992 Scientific and Technical Reports,
Articles, Papers, and Presentations. Compiled by
J.E. Turner. Management Operations Office.
This document presents formal NASA technical
reports, papers published in technical journals, and
presentations by MSFC personnel in FY92. It also
includes papers of MSFC contractors.
After being announced in STAR, all of the
NASA series reports may be obtained from the
National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port
Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.
The information in this report may be of value to
the scientific and engineering community in deter-
mining what information has been published and
what is available.
TM-108393 January 1993
Wildfire and MAMS Data From STORMFEST.
G.J. Jedlovec and G.S. Carlson. Space Science
Laboratory. N93-19898
Early in 1992, NASA participated in an inter-
agency field program called STORMFEST. The
STORM-Fronts Experiment Systems Test
(STORMFEST) was designed to test various systems
critical to the success of STORM I in a very focused
experiment. The field effort focused on winter
storms in order to investigate the structure and
evolution of fronts and associated mesoscale
5
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phenomenain thecentralUnitedStates.Thisdocu-
mentdescribesthedatacollectedfromtwo instru-
mentsonboarda NASA ER2 aircraftwhichwas
deployedout of EllingtonField in Houston,TX,
fromFebruary13throughMarch15,1992,in sup-
port of this experiment.Thetwoinstrumentswere
the Wildfire (a.k.a. the MODIS-N Airborne
Simulator,MAS)andtheMultispectralAtmospheric
MappingSensor(MAMS).
TM-108394 February1993
The Analytical Representation of Viscoelastic
Material Properties Using Optimization Tech-
niques. S.A. Hill. Structures and Dynamics
Laboratory. N93-19972
This report presents a technique to model
viscoelastic material properties with a function of
the form of the Prony series. Generally, the method
employed to determine the function constants
requires assuming values for the exponential con-
stants of the function and then resolving the remain-
ing constants through linear least-squares techniques.
The technique presented here allows all the
constants to be analytically determined through
optimization techniques.
This technique is employed in a computer pro-
gram named PRONY and makes use of a commer-
cially available optimization tool developed by
VMA Engineering, Inc. The PRONY program was
utilized to compare the technique against previously
determined models for solid rocket motor TP-H1148
propellant and V747-75 Viton fluoroelastomer. In
both cases, the optimization technique generated
functions that modeled the test data with at least an
order of magnitude better correlation. This technique
has demonstrated the capability to use small or large
data sets and to use data sets that have uniformly or
nonuniformly spaced data pairs.
The reduction of experimental data to accurate
mathematical models is a vital part of most scientific
and engineering research. This technique of regres-
sion through optimization can be applied to other
mathematical models that are difficult to fit to
experimental data through traditional regression
techniques.
TM-108395 February 1993
A Summary of Laboratory Testing Performed to
Characterize and Select an Elastomeric O-Ring
Material to be Used in the Redesigned Solid
Rocket Motor of the Space Transportation Sys-
tem. J.E. Turner. Executive Staff. N93-22557
An elastomeric O-ring material is used in the
joints of the redesigned solid motors (RSRM's) of
the National Space Transportation System (NSTS).
The selection of the O-ring material used in the
RSRM's was a very thorough process that included
efforts by NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center and
the Langley Research Center, and the Thiokol
Corporation. One of the efforts performed at MSFC
was an extensive in-house laboratory test regime to
screen potential O-ring materials and ultimately to
characterize the elastomeric material that was chosen
to be used in the RSRM's. This report summarizes
those laboratory tests performed at MSFC.
TM- 108396 February 1993
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Solar
Observatory Report--July-December 1992. J.E.
Smith. Space Science Laboratory. N93-22665
This report provides a description of the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center's Solar Vector
Magnetograph Facility and gives a summary of its
observations and data reduction during July to
December 1992. The systems that make up the
facility are a magnetograph telescope, an H-alpha
telescope, a Questar telescope, and a computer code.
TM-108397 February 1993
Calibration, Navigation, and Registration of
MAMS Data for FIFE. G.J. Jedlovec and R.J.
Atldnson. Space Science Laboratory.
N93-22699
The International Satellite Land Surface Clima-
tology Project (ISLSCP) was conducted to study the
interaction of the atmosphere with the land surface
and the research problems associated with the inter-
pretation of satellite data over the Earth's land sur-
face. The experimental objectives of the First
ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE) were the simul-
taneous acquisition of satellite, atmospheric, and
surface data and to use these data to understand the
processes controlling energy/mass exchange at the
surface. The experiment site is a 15xl5-km area
southeast of Manhattan, KS, intersected by Interstate
70 and Kansas Highway 177. The Konza Prairie por-
tion is 5x5 kin and is a controlled experiment site
consisting primarily of native tall grass prairie vege-
tation. The remainder of the site is grazing and farm-
land with trees along creek beds that are scattered
over the area. Airborne multispectral imagery from
the Multispectral Atmospheric Mapping Sensor
(MAMS) was collected over this region on two days
during Intensive Field Campaign -1 (IFC-1) to
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study the time and space variability of remotely
sensed geophysical parameters. These datasets con-
sist of multiple overflights covering about a 60-min
period during late morning on June 4, 1987, and
shortly after dark on the following day. Image data
from each overpass were calibrated and Earth
located with respect to each other using aircraft
inertial navigation system parameters and ground
control points. These were the first MAMS flights
made with 10-bit thermal data.
TM-108398 February 1993
Space Station Freedom Environmental Control
and Life Support System Phase III Water
Recovery Test Stage 7 Final Report. D.L. Carter,
D.W. Holder, and C.F. McGriff. Structures and
Dynamics Laboratory. X93-10679
A test has been completed at NASA's Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) to evaluate the per-
formance of a development water recovery system
operating in open-loop and closed-loop mode. This
test is referred to a Water Recovery Test (WRT)
Stage 7. Potable and urine processing assemblies
were integrated with end-use equipment and
operated for 59 days. The overall integrated configu-
ration of the test system included a single water
recovery loop that combined the potable and hygiene
water recovery loops utilized in previous WRT test-
ing. Several physical anomalies occurred to the
Potable Water Processor (PWP) in relation to the
feed pump and the volatile removal assembly. No
significant anomalies associated with the urine pro-
cessor assembly were encountered. Reclaimed
potable water routinely met current Space Station
Freedom (S.S. Freedom) water quality specifications
for physical, chemical, and microbiological con-
stituents with few exceptions. Human test subject
volunteers showered and washed with reclaimed
potable water for 8 days and tasted reclaimed
potable water for 6 days. Subjective feedback from
the test subjects indicated that the reclaimed potable
water compared favorably with untreated tap water
and treated facility water.
TM-108399 March 1993
Preliminary Analysis Techniques for Ring and
Stringer Stiffened Cylindrical Shells. J. Graham.
Preliminary Design Office. N93-23104
This report outlines methods of analysis for the
buckling of thin-walled circumferentially and longi-
tudinally stiffened cylindrical shells. Methods of
analysis for the various failure modes are presented
in one cohesive package. Where applicable, more
than one method of analysis for a failure mode is
presented along with standard practices. The results
of this report are primarily intended for use in launch
vehicle design in the elastic range. A Microsoft
Excel TM worksheet with accompanying macros has
been developed to automate the analysis procedures.
These programs are available by request from the
author.
TM- 108400 March 1993
Space Station Freedom Phase III Water Recov-
ery System, Water Recovery Test Stage 8 Test
Report. K.J. Parrish, K.O. Niehuss, K.E. Robin-
son, D.A. Long, K.R. Payne, and D.W. Terrell.
Systems Analysis and Integration Laboratory.
X93-10778
Water recovery test stage 8 was the last in a
series of tests that have been conducted at the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to evaluate
the performance of a predevelopment water recovery
system. This particular test built upon the results
obtained from water recovery test stage 7 by investi-
gating whether system integrity could be maintained
without a presterilizer component in the potable
water processor. This test report summarizes the test
configuration, events, anomalies, and results pertain-
ing to the system's operation.
TM-108402 April 1993
Space Science Laboratory Publications and Pre-
sentations, January 1 to December 31, 1992.
Compiled by T.W. Moorehead. Space Science
Laboratory. N93-26562
This document lists the significant publications
and presentations of the Space Science Laboratory
during the period January 1 to December 31, 1992.
Entries in the main part of the document are cate-
gorized according to NASA Reports (arranged by
report number), Open Literature, and Presentations
(arranged alphabetically by title). Also included for
completeness is an Appendix (arranged by report
number) listing preprints issued by the Laboratory
during this reporting period. Some of the preprints
have not been published; those already published are
so indicated. Most of the articles listed under Open
Literature have appeared in referred professional
journals, books, monographs, or conference
proceedings. Although many published abstracts are
eventually expanded into full papers for publication
in scientific and technical journals, they are often
sufficiently comprehensive to include the significant
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resultsof theresearchreported.Therefore,published
abstractsarelistedseparately in a subsection under
Open Literature. Questions or requests for additional
information about the entries in this report should be
directed to Tauna W. Moorehead (ES01; 544-7581)
or to one of the authors. The organizational code of
the cognizant SSL branch or office is given at the
end of each entry.
TM- 108403 April 1993
An Indepth Probabilistic Study of External Tank
Attach Ring. F. Pizzano and C.S. Putcha.
Systems Safety and Reliability Office.
N93-25671
This report deals with conducting a probabilistic
study of the external tank attach ring (ETA) used as
an interface between the external tank attach struts
and the solid rocket booster. The idea was to use
probabilistic distributions for material, geometric,
and load properties, to calculate probabilistic mar-
gins of safety, and then to compare results against
the deterministic factors of safety that were used in
the actual design process. The report describes how
this was done and discusses some of the road blocks
and data problems that were encountered during the
study and provides some conclusions. A further
refinement of this study is being considered for
future work which would make more direct use of
finite element analysis data coupled with Monte
Carlo simulation. The basic conclusion herein indi-
cates that the probabiUstic margins of safety for the
cases analyzed (by use of existing data) appear to
support deterministic results and actually indicate
higher reliabilities.
TM- 108404 April 1993
TSS Tether Cable Meteoroid/Orbital Debris
Damage Analysis. K.B. Hayashida and J.H.
Robinson. Structures and Dynamics Laboratory.
N93-27023
This report summarizes the damage analysis per-
formed on the tether cable used for the tethered
satellite system (TSS), for the damage that could be
caused by meteoroid or orbital debris impacts. The
TSS consists of a tethered satellite deployer and a
tethered satellite. The analytical studies were per-
formed at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
with the results from the following tests: (1) hyper-
velocity impact tests to determine the "critical"
meteoroid particle diameter, i.e., the maximum size
of a meteoroid particle which can impact the tether
cable without causing "failure"; (2) electrical resis-
tance tests on the damaged and undamaged tether
cable to determine if degradation of current flow
occurred through the damaged tether cables; and (3)
tensile load tests to verify the load carrying capa-
bility of the damaged tether cables. Finally, the
HULL hydrodynamic computer code was used to
simulate the hypervelocity impact of the tether cable
by particles at velocities higher than can be tested, to
determine the extent of the expected tether damage.
TM-108405 May 1993
Microbiology Report for Stage 4/5 Water
Recovery Test. M.C. Roman and S.A. Minton.
Structures and Dynamics Laboratory.
X93-10790
The Environmental Control and Life Support
System (ECLSS) test program for the development
of a regenerative reclamation system for Space
Station Freedom (S.S. Freedom) began in 1986 at
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). This
report presents microbiological data from the Water
Recovery Test (WRT), Stage 4/5 which was con-
ducted from June through July 1991.
WRT Stage 4/5 investigated a dual-loop system
with test subjects contributing respiration and
perspiration through exercise for potable reclama-
tion, while waste shower, handwash, laundry, oral
hygiene, and urine were generated for hygiene
reclamation. During WRT Stage 5, test subjects
were allowed to taste, but not consume, reclaimed
potable water and give subjective opinions of the
general palatability. Test subjects were also asked to
provide subjective opinions on the quality of
reclaimed hygiene water used in showers and hand-
washes. Reclaimed hygiene water was also used for
laundry and urine flush. The Stage 4/5 tests were run
concurrently.
TM-108406 June 1993
Design Verification Test Matrix Development
for the STME Thrust Chamber Assembly. C.E.
Dexter, S.K. Elam, and D.L. Sparks. Propulsion
Laboratory. N93-27251
This report presents the results of the test matrix
development for design verification at the com-
ponent level for the National Launch System (NLS)
space transportation main engine (STME) thrust
chamber assembly (TCA) components, including
injector, combustion chamber, and nozzle. A sys-
tematic approach was used in the development of the
minimum recommended TCA matrix, resulting in a
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minimumnumberof hardwareunitsandaminimum
numberof hot fire tests.
TM- 108407 June 1993
The Role of Grain Boundaries in Hydrogen
Diffusion in Metals at 25 °C. M.D. Danford.
Materials and Processes Laboratory. N93-29043
The effect of grain size on hydrogen diffusion at
25 °C has been examined for 4340 steel (body-
centered cubic) and for Inconel 718 (face-centered
cubic). It has been found that the effect of grain size
is important for body-centered cubic structures, but
plays a much less important role in face-centered
cubic structures. Accurate measurements of hydro-
gen desorption coefficients during hydrogen desorp-
tion show that these are not greatly different for both
types of structures.
TM-108408 June 1993
Effects of Atomic Oxygen and Ultraviolet
Radiation on Candidate Elastomeric Materials
for Long Duration Missions--Test Series No. 1.
R.C. Linton, M.M. Finckenor, R.R. Kamenet-
zky, and P. Gray. Materials and Processes Labo-
ratory. N93-29193
Research has been conducted at the Marshall
Space Flight Center on the behavior of elastomeric
materials after exposure to simulated space
environment. Silicone $383 and Viton V747
samples were exposed to thermal vacuum, ultraviolet
(UV) radiation, and atomic oxygen and then evalu-
ated for changes in material properties. Characteri-
zation of the elastomeric materials included weight,
hardness, optical inspection under normal and black
light, spectrofluorescence, solar absorptance and
emittance, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy,
and permeability. These results indicate a degree of
sensitivity to exposure and provide some evidence of
UV and atomic oxygen synergism.
TM- 108409 June 1993
Computerized Atmospheric Trace Contaminant
Control Simulation for Manned Spacecraft. J.L.
Perry. Structures and Dynamics Laboratory.
N93-28977
Buildup of atmospheric trace contaminants in
enclosed volumes such as a spacecraft may lead to
potentially serious health problems for the
crewmembers. For this reason, active control
methods must be implemented to minimize the con-
centration of atmospheric contaminants to levels that
are considered safe for prolonged, continuous expo-
sure. Designing hardware to accomplish this has
traditionally required extensive testing to character-
ize and select appropriate control technologies. Data
collected since the Apollo project can now be used
in a computerized performance simulation to predict
the performance and life of contamination control
hardware to allow for initial technology screening,
performance prediction, and operations and contin-
gency studies to determine the most suitable hard-
ware approach before specific design and testing
activities begin. The program, written in FORTRAN
77, provides contaminant removal rate, total mass
removed, and per pass efficiency for each control
device for discrete time intervals. In addition, pro-
jected cabin concentration is provided. Input and
output data are manipulated using commercial
spreadsheet and data graphing software. These
results can then be used in analyzing hardware
design parameters such as sizing and flow rate,
overall process performance, and program eco-
nomics. Test performance may also be predicted to
aid test design.
TM-108410 June 1993
Development of a Large Field-of-View KD*P
Modulator--MSFC Center Director's Discre-
tionary Fund Final Report (Project No. 91-23).
E.A. West. Space Science Laboratory.
N93-32378
Magnetographs, which measure polarized light,
allow solar astronomers to infer the magnetic field
intensity on the Sun. The Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC) Vector Magnetograph is such an
imaging instrument. The instrument requires rapid
modulation between polarization states to minimize
seeing effects. The accuracy of those polarization
measurements is dependent on stable modulators
with small field-of-view errors. Although these
devices are very important in ground-based tele-
scopes, extending the field of view of electro-optical
crystals such as KD*P's (potassium di-deuterium
phosphate) could encourage the development of
these devices for other imaging applications. This
report describes the work that was done at MSFC as
part of the Center Director's Discretionary Fund
(CDDF) to reduce the field-of-view errors of instru-
ments that use KD*P modulators in their polarime-
ters.
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TM-108411 June1993
Designof Multiple-PlyLaminatedComposite
TaperedBeams.P. Rodriguez.Structuresand
DynamicsLaboratory. N93-31650
A studyof aspecialcaseof symmetriclaminated
compositecantilever beamsis presented.The
approachmodelsbeamsthat are taperedboth in
depthandwidthandinvestigatestheeffectof theply
layupangleandtheply taperonbendingandinter-
laminarshearingstresses.Forthedeterminationof
stressesanddeflections,thebeamstiffnessmatrices
areexpressedaslinearfunctionsof thebeamlength.
Usingclassicallaminationtheory(CLT)thestiffness
matricesaredeterminedandassembledat strategic
locationsalongthelengthof thebeam.Theyarethen
inverted and necessarystiffnessparametersare
obtainednumericallyandextractedfor determination
of design information at eachlocation chosen.
Severalply layup configurationsareinvestigated,
anddesignconsiderationsarepresentedbasedonthe
findings. Finally, recommendations for the design of
these beams are presented, and a means for anticipat-
ing the location of highest stresses is offered.
TM-108412 June 1993
An Investigation of Squeeze-Cast Alloy 718
(CDDF Final Report No. 90-10). W.R.
Gamwell. Materials and Processes Laboratory.
N93-31646
Alloy 718 billets produced by the squeeze-cast
process have been evaluated for use as potential
replacements for propulsion engine components
which are normally produced from forgings. Alloy
718 billets were produced using various processing
conditions. Structural characterizations were per-
formed on "as-cast" billets. As-cast billets were then
homogenized and solution treated and aged accord-
ing to conventional heat-treatment practices for this
alloy. Mechanical property evaluations were per-
formed on heat-treated billets.
As-cast macrostructures and microstructures
varied with squeeze-cast processing parameters.
Mechanical properties varied with squeeze-cast pro-
cessing parameters and heat treatments. One billet
exhibited a defect-free, refined microstructure, with
mechanical properties approaching those of wrought
alloy 718 bar, confirming the feasibility of squeeze-
casting alloy 718. However, further process opti-
mization is required, and further structural and
mechanical property improvements are expected
with process optimization.
TM-108413 May 1993
A Browse Facility for Each Science Remote
Sensing Data---Center Director's Discretionary
Fund Final Report (Project 91-09). P.J. Meyer.
Space Science Laboratory. N94-10723
An image data visual browse facility is
developed for a UNIX platform using the X
Windows 11 system. It allows one to visually
examine reduced resolution image data to determine
which data are applicable for further research. Links
with a relational data base manager then allow one
to extract not only the full resolution image data, but
any other ancillary data related to the case study.
Various techniques are examined for compression of
the image data in order to reduce data storage
requirements and time necessary to transmit the data
on the Internet. Data used for this study were from
the WetNet project.
TM-108414 June 1993
Thermal Testing of Aluminized Mylar TM. D.L.
Lowe II and D.L. Edwards. Materials and Pro-
cesses Laboratory.
This report summarizes the effect of heat on
aluminized Mylar TM film. With the report, a
summary of the procedure used in testing the
material, background information describing the
physical properties of the material, and the
experimental results of heating the material at
various temperatures are included. This study
reveals that aluminized Mylar TM film is thermally
stable within the temperature range of 50 to 200 "C.
The information compiled in this report will be used
to determine if aluminized Mylar TM can be useful in
space applications.
TM-108415 June 1993
Space Station Redesign Option A--Modular
Buildup Concept. Compiled by Station Redesign
Support Team. N94-10808
In early 1993, President Clinton mandated that
NASA look at lower cost alternatives to Space
Station Freedom. He also established an independent
advisory committee--the Blue Ribbon Panel--to
review the redesign work and evaluate alternatives.
Daniel Goldin, NASA Administrator, established a
Station Redesign Team that began operating in late
March from Crystal City, VA. NASA intercenter
teams---one each at Marshall Space Flight Center,
Johnson Space Center, and Langley Research
Center--provided engineering and other support.
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Thisreportsummarizes the results of the Option A
study done at Marshall Space Flight Center. Two
configurations (A-1 and A-2) are covered in this
report. Additional data is provided in the briefing
package MSFC SRT-001, Final System Review to
SRT-002, Space Station Option A Modular Buildup
Concept, Volumes 1-5, Revision B, June 10, 1993.
In June 1993, President Clinton decided to proceed
with a modular concept consistent with Option A,
and asked NASA to provide an Implementation Plan
by September. All data from the Option A redesign
activity was provided to NASA's Transition Team
for use in developing the Implementation Plan.
TM-108416 July 1993
Evaluation of Chemical Conversion Material
(Protective Coating) Exposed to Space
Environmental Conditions, CDDF Final Report
(No. 90-07). D.L. Edwards. Materials and Pro-
cesses Laboratory. N93-32366
This report focuses on the development of an
operational Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
(RBS) system and shows the application of such a
system on a space environmental test.
Thin films of aluminum and tantalum were
deposited on diamond substrates. These films were
anodized and preexposure characterization spectra
obtained using RBS and total hemispherical
reflectance. The samples were exposed to energetic
protons then postexposure characterization spectra
was obtained using the same techniques.
Conclusions based on the comparison of pre-
exposure and postexposure spectra are presented.
RBS comparison spectra show no change in the
metal/metal oxide interface, while the comparison
reflectance data indicate change. Explanations for
this reflectance change are presented in this report.
TM-108417 July 1993
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Solar
Observatory Report--January-June 1993. J.E.
Smith. Space Science Laboratory. N94-10866
This report provides a description of the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center's Solar Vector
Magnetograph Facility and gives a summary of its
observations and data reduction during January to
June 1993. The systems that make up the facility are
a magnetograph telescope, an H-alpha telescope, a
Questar telescope, and a computer code.
TM-108418 July 1993
A Study on Strength Evaluations of
EDNi/EDCu/NARloy-Z Bonded Joints. J.B. Min
and K.L. Spanyer. Structures and Dynamics
Laboratory.
Dissimilar material interfaces can be found in
many materials and structural bonds such as com-
posite materials, welded parts, inclusion in matrix,
bond between metallic and ceramic materials, etc.
One of such structural bonds can be seen in the main
combustion chamber (MCC) of the space shuttle
main engine (SSME). In this study, from a practical
sense, the primary concern is to understand the
systems response of EDNi/EDCu/NARloy-Z bonded
joints using stress values approximated by the finite
element method to determine an influence of the
variation of structural bond parameters on the
bonded joints, and consequently to support a process
control for developing defect-free, strong bonded
joints of EDNi/EDCu/NARloy-Z in the MCC of the
SSME. The results presented in this study could be
an appropriate indicator for a good bond of
EDNi/EDCu/NARloy-Z layers with the desired
thickness of copper deposition in the SSME MCC
manufacturing process. Furthermore, the results
from this study appear to be applicable to any
bonded joints that can be characterized by the
parameters and assumptions used in this analysis.
TM-108419 September 1993
Microstructural Evolution of NARloy-Z at Ele-
vated Temperatures. J. Singh, G. Jerman, B.N.
Bhat, and R. Poorman. Materials and Processes
Laboratory.
Microstructural evolution was studied in
samples of wrought and vacuum plasma sprayed
(VPS) NARloy-Z exposed to temperatures up to
970 oC (1,780 °F) for up to 60 h. Samples were
heated in a vacuum furnace, followed by rapid
quenching in helium (He) gas at a cooling rate of
-166 "C (300 °F) per second. Microstructural
analyses were conducted using optical microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and electron
probe microanalysis (EPMA). In both the wrought
and VPS conditions, precipitates rich in silver (Ag)
and zirconium (Zr) were present in the matrix and at
the grain boundaries even after long exposure to ele-
vated temperatures. Islands rich in oxygen (02) and
Zr were also observed, as well as incipient melting at
the grain boundary triple points. Results indicated
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thatthealloycannotbehomogenizedbyheattreat-
mentatelevatedtemperatures.
TM-108421 September1993
Optimizationof the ProcessingParametersof
High TemperatureSuperconductingGlass-
Ceramics---CenterDirector's Discretionary
FundFinal Report(ProjectNo. 91-04).E.C.
Ethridge and W.F. Kaulker. SpaceScience
Laboratory.
A numberof promisingglassformingcomposi-
tions of high Tc superconductingBa-Sr-Ca-Cu-O
(BSCCO)materialswereevaluatedfor theirglass-
ceramicrystallizationability.TheBSCCOceramics
belongingto theclassof superconductorsin theBa-
Sr-Ca-Cu-Osystemwerethefocusof thisstudy.By
first forming the superconducting material as a glass,
subsequent devitrification into the crystalline (glass-
ceramic) superconductor can be performed by
thermal processing of the glass preform body. Glass
formability and phase formation were determined by
a variety of methods in another related study. This
study focused on the nucleation and crystallization
of the materials. Thermal analysis during rapid cool-
ing aids in the evaluation of nucleation and crystal-
lization behavior. Melt viscosity is used to predict
glass formation ability.
TM-4437 January 1993
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster Main
Parachute Damage Reduction Team Report. G.
Watts. Structures and Dynamics Laboratory.
N93-18067
This report gives the findings of the space
shuttle solid rocket booster main parachute damage
reduction team. The purpose of the team was to
investigate the causes of main parachute deployment
damage and to recommend methods to eliminate or
substantially reduce the damage. The team con-
cluded that the two primary causes of significant
damage during deployment are vent entanglement
and contact of the parachutes with the main
parachute support structure. As an inexpensive but
effective step toward damage reduction, the team
recommends modification of the parachute packing
procedure to eliminate vent entanglement. As the
most effective design change, the team recommends
a pilot chute-deployed soft-pack system. Alternative
concepts are also recommended that provide a major
reduction in damage at a total cost lower than the
pilot chute-deployed soft pack.
TM-4456 March 1993
Materials Science on Parabolic Aircraft--The
FY 87-89 KC-35 Microgravity Test Program.
P.A. Curreri, Editor. Space Science Laboratory.
N93-23171
This document covers research results from the
KC-135 Materials Science Program managed by
MSFC for the period FY87 through FY89. It follows
the previous NASA Technical Memorandum for
FY84-86 published in August 1988. This volume
contains over 30 reports grouped into eight subject
areas covering acceleration levels, space flight
hardware, transport and interfacial studies, thermo-
dynamics, containerless processing, welding,
melt/crucible interactions, and directional solidifica-
tion. The KC-135 materials science experiments
during FY87-89 accomplished direct science,
preparation for space flight experiments, and justifi-
cation for new experiments in orbit.
TM-4517 August 1993
Spacelab J Experiment Descriptions. T.Y.
Miller, Editor. Space Science Laboratory.
This document contains brief descriptions of the
experiment investigations for the Spacelab J Mission
which was launched from the Kennedy Space Center
aboard the Endeavor in September 1992.
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TP-3288 October1992
Tensile Propertiesof CastTitanium Alloys
Titanium-6AI-4VELI andTitanium-5A1-2.5Sn
ELI. E.E. Billinghurst,Jr. MaterialsandPro-
cessesLaboratory. N93-10072
This work was performedto determine the
tensile properties of cast, hot isostatic pressed
(HIP'ed), and annealed titanium alloys, Ti-6A1-4V
ELI and Ti-5AI-2.5Sn ELI, that are candidate
materials for the space transportation main engine
(STME) liquid hydrogen turbopump impeller.
Samples of the cast alloys were HIP'ed, annealed,
and machined into tensile specimens. The specimens
were tested in air at ambient temperature (70 OF) and
also at --423 °F in liquid hydrogen. The Ti-6AI-4V
alloy had an average ultimate strength of 129.1 ksi at
70 °F and 212.2 ksi at -423 °F. The Ti-5A1-2.5Sn
alloy had an average ultimate strength of 108.4 ksi at
70 °F and 185.0 ksi at -423 °F. The ductility, as
measured by reduction of area, for the Ti-6AI-4V
averaged 15.2 percent at 70 °F and 8.7 percent at
-423 °F, whereas for the Ti-5AI-2.5Sn alloy average
reduction of area was 24.6 percent at 70 °F and 11.7
percent at -423 °F.
TP-3303 November 1992
The Effects of Compressive Preloads on the
Compression-After-Impact Strength of
Carbon/Epoxy. A.T. Nettles and D.G. Lance.
Materials and Processes Laboratory. N93-12678
A preloading device was used to examine the
effects of compressive prestress on the compression-
after-impact (CAI) strength of 16-ply, quasi-
isotropic carbon epoxy test coupons. T300/934
material was evaluated at preloads from 200 to 4,000
Ib at impact energies from 1 to 9 joules. IM7/8551-7
material was evaluated at preloads from 4,000 to
10,000 lb at impact energies from 4 to 16 joules.
Advanced design of experiments methodology was
used to design and evaluate the test matrices. The
results showed that no statistically significant change
in CAI strength could be contributed to the amount
of compressive preload applied to the specimen.
TP-3309 December 1992
An Overview of Reliability Growth Models and
Their Potential Use for NASA Applications.
V.S. Taneja and F.M. Safie. Safety and Mission
Assurance Office. N93-15433
In this study, we provide an overview of reli-
ability growth literature over the past 25 years. This
includes a thorough literature review of different
areas of the application of reliability growth such as
design, prediction, tracking/management, and
demonstration. Various reliability growth models
use different bases on how they characterize growth.
Different models are discussed in this report. Also,
this report addresses the use of reliability growth
models to NASA applications. This includes the
application of these models to the space shuttle main
engine. For potential NASA applications, we
classify growth models in two groups. These groups
are characterized in this report.
TP-3316 December 1992
On the Variation of the Nimbus-7 Total Solar
Irradiance. R.M. Wilson. Space Science
Laboratory. N93-15532
For the interval December 1978 to April 1991,
the value of the mean total solar irradiance, as
measured by the Nimbus-7 Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment channel 10C, was 1,372.02 Wm -2,
having a standard deviation of 0.65 Wm -2, a coeffi-
cient of variation (mean divided by the standard
deviation) of 0.047 percent, and a normal deviate z
(a measure of the randomness of the data) of-8.019
(inferring a highly significant nonrandom variation
in the solar irradiance measurements, presumably
related to the action of the solar cycle). Comparison
of the 12-month moving average (also called the 13-
month running mean) of solar irradiance to those of
the usual descriptors of the solar cycle (i.e., sunspot
number, 10.7-cm solar radio flux, and total corrected
sunspot area) suggests possibly significant temporal
differences. For example, solar irradiance is found to
have been greatest on or before mid 1979 (leading
solar maximum for cycle 21), lowest in early 1987
(lagging solar minimum for cycle 22), and was
rising again through late 1990 (thus, lagging solar
maximum for cycle 22), having last reported values
below those that were seen in 1979 (even though
cycles 21 and 22 were of comparable strength).
Presuming a genuine correlation between solar irra-
diance and the solar cycle (in particular, sunspot
number) one infers that the correlation is weak
(having a coefficient of correlation r < 0.84) and that
major excursions (both as "excesses" and "deficits")
have occurred (about every 2 to 3 years, perhaps
suggesting a pulsating Sun).
TP-3326 January 1993
Systems Design Analysis Applied to Launch
Vehicle Configuration. R. Ryan and V.
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Verderaime.StructuresandDynamicsLabora-
tory. N93-18141
As emphasishiftsfromoptimum-performance
aerospacesystemsto leastlife-cyclecosts,systems
designsmust seek, adapt, and innovate cost
improvement techniques in design through opera-
tions. The systems design process of concept, deft-
nition, and design was assessed for the types and
flow of total quality management techniques that
may be applicable in a launch vehicle systems
design analysis. Techniques discussed are task order-
ing, quality leverage, concurrent engineering,
Pareto's principle, robustness, quality function
deployment, criteria, and others. These cost-oriented
techniques are as applicable to aerospace systems
design analysis as to any large commercial system.
TP-3327 January 1993
Hypersonic Rarefied Wake Characterization.
E.B. Brewer. Structures and Dynamics Labora-
tory. N93-18604
Results of a numerical study using the direct
simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method are pre-
sented for hypersonic rarefied flow over an
aeroassisted space transfer vehicle (ASTV). The
emphasis of the study is the characterization of the
near wake region which includes the ASTV payload.
The study covered the transitional flow regime from
near continuum to free molecular. Calculations show
that the character of the near wake is significantly
affected by the presence of the payload. Flow sepa-
ration occurs when an afterbody is present through-
out the transitional flow regime. In contrast, when no
afterbody is present, no separation is observed until
the flow approaches continuum.
TP-3332 March 1993
Characterizing the Uncertainty in Holddown
Post Load Measurements. J.A. Richardson and
J.S. Townsend. Structures and Dynamics Lab-
oratory. N93-23721
In order to understand unexpectedly erratic load
measurements in the launch-pad supports for the
space shuttle, the sensitivities of the load cells in the
supports were analyzed using simple probabilistic
techniques. NASA engineers use the loads in the
shuttle's supports to calculate critical stresses in the
shuttle vehicle just before lift-off. The support loads
are measured with "load cells" which are actually
structural components of the mobile launch platform
which have been instrumented with strain gauges.
Although these load cells adequately measure ver-
tical loads, the horizontal load measurements have
been erratic. The load measurements were simulated
in this study using Monte Carlo simulation proce-
dures. The simulation studies showed that the sup-
port loads are sensitive to small deviations in strain
and calibration. In their current configuration, the
load cells will not measure loads with sufficient
accuracy to reliably calculate stresses in the shuttle
vehicle. A simplified model of the holddown post
(HDP) load measurement system was used to study
the effect on load measurement accuracy for several
factors, including load point deviations, gauge
heights, and HDP geometry.
TP-3336 March 1993
Robustness. R. Ryan. Structures and Dynamics
Laboratory. N93-22458
Robustness is a buzz word common to all newly
proposed space systems design as well as many new
commercial products. The image that one conjures
up when the word appears is a "Paul Bunyan"
(lumberjack design), strong and hearty; healthy with
margins in all aspects of the design. In actuality,
robustness is much broader in scope than margins,
including such factors as simplicity, redundancy,
desensitization to parameter variations, control of
parameter variations (environments fluctuation), and
operational approaches. These must be traded with
concepts, materials, and fabrication approaches
against the criteria of performance, cost, and
reliability. This includes manufacturing, assembly,
processing, checkout, and operations. The design
engineer or project chief is faced with finding ways
and means to inculcate robustness into an
operational design. First, however, he must be sure
he understands the definition and goals of robust-
ness. This paper will deal with these issues as well
as the need for the requirement for robustness.
TP-3347 May 1993
The Dynamic Phenomena of a Tethered Satel-
lite, NASA's First Tethered Satellite Mission
(TSS-1). R.S. Ryan, D.K. Mowery, and D.D.
Tomlin. Structures and Dynamics Laboratory.
N93-27162
The tethered satellite system (TSS) was
envisioned as a means of extending a satellite from
its base (space shuttle, space station, space platform)
into a lower or higher altitude in order to more effi-
ciently acquire data and perform science experi-
ments. This is accomplished by attaching the
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satellite to a tether, deploying it, then reeling it in.
When its mission is completed, the satellite can be
returned to its base for reuse. If the tether contains a
conductor, it can also be used as a means to generate
and flow current to and from the satellite to the base.
When current is flowed, the tether interacts with the
Earth's magnetic field, deflecting the tether. When
the current flows in one direction, the system
becomes a propulsive system that can be used to
boost the orbiting system. In the other direction, it is
a power generating system. Pulsing the current sets
up a dynamic oscillation in the tether, which can
upset the satellite attitude and preclude docking. A
basic problem occurs around 400-m tether length,
during satellite retrieval, when the satellite's pendu-
lous (rotational) mode gets in resonance with the
first lateral tether string mode. The problem's
magnitude is determined by the amount of skiprope
present coming into this resonance condition. This
paper deals with the tethered satellite, its dynamic
phenomena, and how the resulting problems were
solved for the first tethered satellite mission (TSS-1).
Proposals for improvements for future tethered
satellite missions are included. Results from the first
tethered satellite flight are summarized.
TP-3376 May 1993
Stress Corrosion Evaluation of HP 9Ni-4Co-
0.30C Steel Plate Welds. P.D. Torres. Materials
and Processes Laboratory. N93-28253
A stress corrosion cracking (SCC) investigation
was conducted on HP 9Ni-4Co-0.30C steel plate
welds (welded by using straight polarity plasma arc
and HP 9Ni-4Co-0.20C weld wire) since this
material is being considered for use in the Advanced
Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM) program. Prior to the
welding, the material was double tempered at 538 °C
(1,000 °F). After welding, only part of the material
was stress relieved at 510 °C (950 °F) for 3 h. Round
tensile specimens obtained from nonstress-relieved
material were tested in 100-percent relative humidity
at 38 °C (100 °F), in 3.5-percent NaC1 alternate
immersion, and in 5-percent salt spray at 35 °C
(95 °F). Specimens obtained from stress-relieved
material were tested in alternate immersion. The
stress levels were 50, 75, and 90 percent of the cor-
responding 0.2-percent yield strength (YS).
All the nonstress-relieved specimens exposed to
salt spray and alternate immersion failed.
Stress-relieved specimens (exposed to alternate
immersion) failed at 75 and 90 percent of YS. No
failures occurred at 50 percent of YS in the stress-
relieved specimens which indicates a beneficial
effect of the stress relief on the SCC resistance of
these welds. The stress relief also had a positive
effect on the mechanical properties of the welds (the
most important being an increase of 21 percent on
the YS).
Under the conditions of these tests, the straight
polarity plasma arc welded HP 9Ni-4Co-0.30C steel
plate was found highly susceptible to SCC in the
nonstress-relieved condition. This susceptibility to
SCC was reduced by stress relieving.
TP-3410 September 1993
Structural Design/Margin Assessment. R.S.
Ryan. Structures and Dynamics Laboratory.
Determining structural design inputs and the
structural margins following design completion are
some of the major activities in space exploration.
The end result is a statement of these margins as
stability, safety factors on ultimate and yield
stresses, fracture limits (fracture control), fatigue
lifetime, reuse criteria, operational criteria and
procedures, stability factors, deflections, clearance,
handling criteria, etc. The process is normally called
a load cycle and is time consuming, very complex,
and involves much more than structures. The key to
successful structural design is the proper implemen-
tation of the process. It depends on many factors:
leadership and management of the process, adequate
analysis and testing tools, data basing, communica-
tions, people skills, and training. This report deals
with this process and the various factors involved.
TP-3413 September 1993
Results of an Electrical Power System Fault
Study (CDDF Final Report No. N06). N.R.
Dugal-Whitehead and Y.B. Johnson. Informa-
tion and Electronic Systems Laboratory.
This report gives the results of an electrical
power system fault study which has been conducted
over the last 2 and one-half years. First, the results of
the literature search into electrical power system
faults in space and terrestrial power system applica-
tions are reported. A description of the intended
implementations of the power system faults into the
Large Autonomous Spacecraft Electrical Power
System (LASEPS) breadboard is then presented.
Then the actual implementation of the faults into the
breadboard is discussed along with a discussion
describing the LASEPS breadboard. Finally, the
results of the injected faults and breadboard failures
are discussed.
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CP-3182 November 1992
Second Workshop on Hydrogen Effects on
Materials in Propulsion Systems. B.N. Bhat,
R.L. Dreshfield, and E.J. Vesely, Jr., Editors.
X93-10232
CP-3184 Jarluary 1993
NASA/MSFC FY92 Earth Science and Applica-
tions Program Research Review. J.E. Arnold and
F.W. Leslie, Editors. N93-20067
CP-3192
The 1992 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop.
J.C. Brewer, Compiler. N93-20490
CP-3213 May 1993
Electrical Actuation Technology Bridging. M.
Hammond and J. Sharkey, Compilers.
CP-3221 July 1993
Eleventh Workshop for Computational Fluid
Dynamic Applications in Rocket Propulsion--
Part I and Part II. R.W. Williams, Compiler.
CP-3227 August 1993
Conference on Binary OpticspAn Opportunity
for Technical Exchange. H.J. Cole and W.C.
Pittman, Editors.
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RP-1303 May 1993
A Shadowgraph Study of Two Proposed Shuttle-
C Launch Vehicle Configurations. A.M.
Springer and D.C. Pokora.
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CR-4474 November1992
DevelopmentandApplicationof a Time-Space
Conversion Technique for Analysis of Weather
Systems Passing Over the Kennedy Space
Center. G.S. Forbes. NAG8-754. Pennsylvania
State University. N93-15581
CR-4483 January 1993
Discrimination of Ionic Species From Broad-
Beam Ion Sources. J.R. Anderson. NGT-50370.
Colorado State University. N93-18140
CR-4486 January 1993
Predicting Multiwall Structural Response to
Hypervelocity Impact Using the Hull Code.
W.P. Schonberg. NAS8-36955. The University
of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-18406
CR-4498 March 1993
Inner Magnetosphere Imager (IMI) Instrument
Heritage. G.R. Wilson. NGT-01-002-099. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-22685
CR-4503 March 1993
Accurate Computation and Continuation of
Homoclinic and Heteroclinic Orbits for Singular
Perturbation Problems. M.J. Friedman and A.C.
Monteiro. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-22672
CR-4529 July 1993
Ultraviolet Spectrometer and Polarimeter Cata-
log of Observations, Volume 1: Experiments 1-
30719 (February 1980-April 1985). W. Henze,
Jr., NAS8-35921. Teledyne Brown Engineering.
CR-4529 July 1993
Ultraviolet Spectrometer and Polarimeter Cata-
log of Observations, Volume 2: Experiments
30720-63057 (April 1985-February 1988).
W. Henze, Jr. NAS8-35921. Teledyne Brown
Engineering.
CR-4529 July 1993
Ultraviolet Spectrometer and Polarimeter Cata-
log of Observations, Volume 3: Experiments
63058-99771 (February 1988-November 1989).
W. Henze, Jr. NAS8-35921. Teledyne Brown
Engineering.
CR-4537 July 1993
A Study of the Merritt Island, Florida Sea
Breeze Flow Regimes and Their Effect on Sur-
face Heat and Moisture Fluxes. M.T. Rubes, H.J.
Cooper, and E.A. Smith. NAG8-916. Florida
State University.
CR-184386 October 1992
Glass Sample Characterization--Final Report.
NAS8-36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-70146
CR- 184387 August 1990
Cryogenic Gyroscope and Space Helium Dewar
Systems Research. NAS8-36955. The University
of Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-184388 December 1989
Final Report for NAS8-36955, D.O. 7 for the
Period 09-19-88 Through 09-18-89. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-70312
CR- 184389
Direct Electron Pair
Report. NAS8-36955.
Alabama in Huntsville.
September 1989
Measurement--Final
The University of
N93-70145
CR-184390 February 23, 1990
Microbiological Methods for the Water Recov-
ery Systems Test--Final Report. NAS8-36955.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-12966
CR-184391 October 1992
Establishing Laboratory Standards for Biologi-
cal Flight Experiments--Final Report. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-70158
CR- 184392 December 12, 1989
Spectrometer DPU--Final Report. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville.
CR- 184393 January 1989
Final Report for NAS8-36955, D.O. 15 for the
Period 10-12-88 Through 10-11-88. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville.
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CR-184394 December19,1990
FNAS ComputationalFluid Dynamics--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
AlabamainHuntsville. N93-12397
CR-184403 June23,1990
MHD and PlasmaProcesses--FinalReport.
NAS8-36955.The Universityof Alabamain
Huntsville.
CR-184395 October1992
Solar-TerrestrialAdvancedPlanning--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
AlabamainHuntsville. N93-70157
CR-184404 October1992
Developmentof aStableElectro-OpticalModu-
lator-Final Report.NAS8-36955.The Uni-
versityof Alabamain Huntsville. N93-13696
CR-184396 October1992
Data Evaluation, Analysis, and Scientific
Study--FinalReport.NAS8-36955.TheUni-
versityof Alabamain Huntsville. N93-13475
CR-184397 May25,1990
TelescienceSystemDefinition--Final Report.
NAS8-36955.The Universityof Alabamain
Huntsville. N93-70156
CR-184398 March1990
FinalReportfor NAS8-36955,D.O.22 for the
Period03-23-89to 03-22-90.NAS8-36955.The
Universityof Alabamain Huntsville.
N93-70289
CR-184399 October1992
Optimizationof KD*P Crystalsfor Electro-
Optical Modulation--Final Report. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-70390
CR-184406 April 30,1991
Examinationof VariousTurbulenceModelsfor
Application in Liquid RocketThrust Cham-
bers-Final Report.NAS8-36955.TheUniver-
sityof Alabamain Huntsville. N93-12009
CR-184407 September26,1989
Designof ProjectPredictorSuccessModel--
FinalReport.NAS8-36955.The Universityof
Alabamain Huntsville. N93-70437
CR-184408 September1989
DefineTypesof ContaminationEncounteredin
theSpaceShuttleMainEngineProgram--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabamain Huntsville. N93-70160
CR-184409 January1991
GammaRayAstronomy--FinalReport.NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N91-26407
CR-184400 November1989
ECLSS AdvancedAutomation Preliminary
Requirements--FinalReport.NAS8-36955.The
Universityof AlabamainHuntsville.
N91-27765
CR-184401 June1990
SuperconductingApplications in Propulsion
Systems--Magnetic Insulation for Plasma
Propulsion Devices--Final Report. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-12013
CR-184410 October1992
ControlsAstrophysicsandStructuresExperi-
mentin Space(CASES)AdvancedStudiesand
Planning--Final Report. NAS8-36955.The
Universityof Alabamain Huntsville.
N93-12213
CR-184411 February1991
FinalTechnicalProgressReport--Differential
CollisionCross-Sectionsfor AtomicOxygen--
Final Report.NAS8-36955.TheUniversityof
Alabamain Huntsville. N91-24847
CR-184402 October1992
EstablishingLaboratoryStandardsfor Biologi-
cal Flight Experiments,Final Report.NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-12901
CR-184412 August1990
OpticalFocus,Alignment,andFilmCalibration
for X-Ray Microscopeand Stanford/MSFC
Rocket Spectroheliograph--Final Report.
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WaterSystem--FinalReport.NAS8-36955.The
Universityof AlabamainHuntsville.N93-12692
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FES/VCGS--HGS/GCELOptical Studies--
Final Report.NAS8-36955.The Universityof
Alabamain Huntsville. N93-70155
CR-184415 October1, 1990
Developmentof a Scintillating Optical Fiber
Ionization Calorimeter--Final Report. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-11662
CR-184416 May 28, 1991
Magnetosphere/Ionosphere Plasma Models
Workshop--Final Report. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-184417 July 1990
Engine Data Interpretation System (EDIS)---
Final Report, October 17, 1989 to July 16, 1990.
NAS8-36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N91-20205
CR- 184418 June 29, 1990
Recycled Potable Water--Final Report, 02-01-
90 to 06-30-90. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-70143
CR-184419 January 25, 1991
Infrared Program for Remote Sensing of the
Atmosphere From Balloon Platforms--Final
Report, 01-26-90 to 01-25-91. NAS8-36955.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-184420 October 1992
Remote Sensing of Atmospheres--Final Report.
NAS8-36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville.
CR- 184421 October 1992
Materials Processing in Low Gravity--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-12401
CR-184422 May 7, 1992
Solar Prediction Analysis--Final Report. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-13014
CR-184423 May 30, 1990
Development of a Model for Predicting
NASA/MSFC Program Success--Final Report,
05-01-90 to 05-30-90. NAS8-36955. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-12542
CR- 184424 October 1992
CO2 Laser Preionization--Final Report. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-13797
CR-184425 July 31, 1991
Analysis of Materials From MSFC LDEF Exper-
iments-February 1990 to July 1991--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-12215
CR-184426 June 1990
High Temperature Superconductor Materials and
Applications--Final Report, 12-11-89 to 7-10-
90. NAS8-36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-12396
CR-184427 August 21, 1991
Development of Stable Electro-Optical Modula-
tors-Final Report 02-14-90 to 06-13-91.
NAS8-36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N91-30931
CR-184428 July 22, 1991
Robot Welding Process Control--Final Report,
02-25-90 to 02-25-91. NAS8-36955. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-13436
CR-184429 April 30, 1991
ECLSS Medical Support Activities--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-12427
CR-184430 April 23, 1991
KC-135 Materials Handling Robotics--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-11992
CR- 184431 August 1991
Contamination Analysis of SSF Candidate
Materials--Final Report. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-12894
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CR-184432 July 18, 1991
Automated Eddy Current Analysis of Materi-
als-Final Report. NAS8-36955. The University
of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-12875
CR- 184433 August 5, 1991
Development Summary of a Sympathetic Dis-
charge CO2 Laser for LIDAR Use--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-12516
CR- 184434 August 1991
Analysis of Advanced Optical Glass and Sys-
tems-Final Report. NAS8-36955. The Univer-
sity of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-12201
CR- 184435 October 1992
A Comparison Between Progressive Extension
Method (PEM) and Iterative Method (IM) For
Magnetic Field Extrapolations in the Solar
Atmosphere--Final Report. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-12658
CR-184436 March 1991
Gamma Ray Astronomy--Final Report June 13,
1990 to April 10, 1991. NAS8-36955. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville. N91-19980
CR-184437 January 11, 1991
High Temperature Superconductor Materials and
Applications Final Report for July 10, 1990,
Through January 11, 1991. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-12691
CR-184-438 April 30, 1991
Methods Development for Total Organic Carbon
Accountability--Final Report. NAS8-36955.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-12949
CR-184439 May 30, 1991
Chemical Release and Radiation Effects Exper-
iment Advanced Planning and Coordination
Final Report for May 31, 1990 Through April 4,
1991. NAS8-36955. The University of Alabama
in Huntsville. N93-12718
CR-184440 July 11, 1991
Propulsion Stability Codes for Liquid Propellant
Propulsion Systems Developed for Use on a PC
Computer--Final Report. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville. N91-26201
CR- 184441 November 1991
Application of a Two-Layer Near Wall Model to
Fully Developed and Rotating Channel Turbu-
lent Flows--Final Report. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-12082
CR- 184442 April 1992
FNAS Modify Matric and Transparent Experi-
ments-Final Report. NAS8-36955. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-13311
CR- 184443 March 1991
Soft X-Ray Telescope (SXT) Focus Error Anal-
ysis-Final Report December 1990 Through
March 1991. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-12657
CR- 184444 July 1991
FNAS Materials Processing and Characteriza-
tion-Final Report January 10, 1991 Through
July 17, 1991. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N91-30954
CR- 184445 April 1992
Glass Sample Preparation and Performance
Investigations--Final Report. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N92-27817
CR-184446 July 1991
Test Equipment Data Package for the KC-135
Fiber Pulling Apparatus--Final Report. NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-13013
CR-184447 April 24, 1992
Gamma Ray Astronomy--Final Report April
13, 1991 Through April 22, 1992. NAS8-36955.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-12348
CR-184448 June 1992
A Multiple Pointing-Mount Control Strategy for
Space Platforms Final Report April 1 I, 1991
Through April 10, 1992. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-12893
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Briefing Notes on Propulsion Stability Codes
ADMIT, NYQUIST, and SSFREQ--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
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UsersManualfor ProgramADMITAdmittance
andPressureTransferFunctionDevelopedfor
Useon a PCComputer--FinalReport.NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-12676
CR-184451 June1992
UsersManualfor ProgramNYQUISTLiquid
RocketNYQUISTPlotsDevelopedforUseona
PCComputer--FinalReport.NAS8-36955.The
Universityof AlabamainHuntsville.
N93-12522
CR-184452 June1992
UsersManualfor ProgramSSFREQIntermedi-
ateModeStabilityCurvesDevelopedforUseon
a PC Computer--FinalReport.NAS8-36955.
TheUniversityof Alabamain Huntsville.
N93-12675
NAS8-36857.United TechnologiesPratt &
Whitney. X93-12088
CR-184459 March31,1989
SpaceTransportationBoosterEngineConfigu-
ration Study Final Report (DR4) Includes
Design Definition Document (DR8) and
EnvironmentalAnalysis(DR10), VolumeII,
Modification No. 10. NAS8-36857.United
TechnologiesPratt& Whitney. N93-12441
CR-184460 July31,1992
VPPAWeldModelEvaluation--FinalReport.
NAS8-38812.NicholsResearchCorp.
N93-12919
CR-184461 July1992
PressureFedThrustChamberTechnologyPro-
gram--Final Report.NAS8-37365.GenCorp
Aerojet. N93-12968
CR-184453 June1992
Stability Codesfor a Liquid RocketImple-
mentedfor UseonaPC--FinalReport.NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-12659
CR-184462 July1992
FinalTestReportfor theQualificationof the
GritblastAssemblyandProcessfor theInside
Diameterof theRSRMForwardandAft Domes.
NAS8-38100.ThiokolCorp. N93-13021
CR-184454 March1992
Water Window Imaging X-Ray Microscope
AlignmentandMSSTAFilm Splicing--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
AlabamainHuntsville. N93-70159
CR-184455 July1992
CO2Laser Modeling--Final Report.NAS8-
36955. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-12656
CR-184456 August24,1992
Studyof EddyCurrentProbes--FinalReport.
NAS8-36955.The Universityof Alabamain
Huntsville. N92-32425
CR-184463 October1992
FNAS InversionTechniques--FinalReport.
NAS8-36955.The Universityof Alabamain
Huntsville.
CR-184464 September9, 1992
ImproveSSMEPowerBalanceModel--Final
Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabamain Huntsville. N93-10756
CR-184465 August1992
Vacuum Chamber Translation/Positioning
MechanismandWeldingPowerSupplyCon-
troller,Final Report.NAS8-36955.The Uni-
versityof AlabamainHuntsville. N93-12196
CR-184457 March31,1989
SpaceTransportationBoosterEngineConfigu-
ration Study Final Report (DR4) Executive
Summary,Volume I. NAS8-36857.United
TechnologiesPratt& Whitney. N93-12523
CR-184466 September1981
GeostationaryPlatform Systems Concepts
Definition Follow-On Study, Final Report,
VolumeliB TechnicalTasks8 and9. NAS8-
33527.GeneralDynamicsandComsat.
CR-184458 March31,1989
SpaceTransportationBoosterEngineConfigu-
rationStudyFinal Report(DR4)ProgramCost
Estimates(DR6) andWork BreakdownStruc-
ture andWBS Dictionary(DR5) VolumeIII.
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GeostationaryPlatform Systems Concepts
Definition Follow-On Study Final Report,
VolumeIII Costsand Schedules(Task 10).
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CR- i 84485 September 30, 1992
l)efinition and Preliminary Design of the Laser
Atmospheric Wind Sounder (LAWS) Phase II
Final Report, Volume II. NAS8-37589. GE
Astro Space. N93-16623
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CR- 184486 June 1992
Optimization Techniques Applied to Passive
Measures for In-Orbit Spacecraft Survivability:
Final Report. NAS8-37378. Science Applica-
t.ions International Corp. N93-18859
CR- 184487 October 22, 1992
Wavelength-Tunable Liquid Crystal Imaging
Filters for Remote Sensing From Geosyn-
chronous Platforms---Final Report. H-11987D.
Cambridge Research and Instrumentation, Inc.
N93-15714
CR- 184496 August 1989
Plasma Arc Jet Instrumentation Tests Conducted
at NASA/MSFC--Final Report. NAS8-37801.
Hercules Aerospace Co. X93-71165
CR- 184497 September 12, 1991
RSRM Special Studies Nozzle Instrumentation
Development Plasma Torch Instrumentation
Testing Data Report, Instrumentation Develop-
ment for Ablative Nozzle Applications--Final
Report. NAS8-30490. Thiokol Corp.
X93-10230
CR-184488 April 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ments--Executive Summary--Volume I.
NAS8-37856. Martin Marietta. N93-16672
CR- 184498 November 1992
Fiber Pulling Apparatus Modification--Final
Report. NAS8-38609. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. X93-14763
CR- 184489 April 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ments--Volume II, Book I. NAS8-37856.
Martin Marietta. N93-16686
CR- 184499 October 6, 1992
Optical Design for a Balloon-Borne Magneto-
graph--Final Report. NAS8-38609. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-184490 April 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ments, Volume II, Book II. NAS8-37856.
Martin Marietta. N93-16556
CR- 184500 September 1992
Surface Evaluation of UV-Degraded Contami-
nation-Final Report. NAS8-36955. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-14764
CR-184491 April 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ments, Volume III, Program Cost Estimates.
NAS8-37856. Martin Marietta. N93-16688
CR- 184492 September 1, 1992
Final Report Production of SSM/I Data Sets.
NAS8-38075. Remote Sensing Systems.
N93-12800
CR- 184493 August 1989
Material Database Generation Test Matrices--
Final Report. NAS8-37801. Hercules Aerospace
Co. X93-71164
CR- 184494 June 1992
Alternate Fiber Precursor for Solid Rocket
Motor Application--Period of Performance July
1991 Through April 1992. NAS8-32842.
McDonnell Douglas by Lockheed. X93-10231
CR- 184495 August 4, 1992
Bondline Work Package 4.0, Annual Report--
1991. NAS8-37802. Science Applications Inter-
national Corp. X93-10379
CR- 184501 September 1992
Endoscopic Measurements Using a Panoramic
Annular Lens, Final Report. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-16453
CR-184502 September 18, 1992
Development of Advanced Seal Verificatiolv-
Final Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-15117
CR- 184503 October 1992
Chemical Release and Radiation Effects Satellite
(CRRES) Program Archiving and Puerto Rican
Sounding Rocket Campaign--Final Report,
Reporting Period 2/11/92 to 10/10/92. NAS8-
38609. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-18773
CR- 184504 December 1992
CRRES The Combined Release and Radiation
Effects Satellite Program Directory. NAS8-
38609. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-15713
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CR-184505 December1992
ResearchReports--1992NASMASEESummer
Faculty Fellowship Program,Final Report.
NGT-01-002-099.TheUniversityof Alabama,
Tuscaloosa,Alabama and The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-17279
CR- 184506 September 1992
Formed Platelet Combustor Liner Construction
Feasibility Phase A Final Report. NAS8-37456.
GenCorp Aerojet. N93-16697
CR-192413 August 1992
IRD Dropout Study Final Report. NAS8-39077.
SRS Technologies. N93-16381
CR- 192421 January 1993
Mach 5 Electroformed Nickel Nozzle Refur-
bishment FNAS Investigation of Ultra-Smooth
Surfaces. NAS8-38609. The University of
Alabama. N93-14681
CR- 192422 November 1, 1992
Materials Surface Contamination Analysis--
Final Report. NAS8-38609. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-17000
CR- 192423 January 1993
FNAS Gamma Ray Observatory. NAS8-38609.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-16944
CR-192414 October 21, 1992
Technology Test Bed Engine Real-Time Failure
Control--Final Report. NAS8-40000. Rockwell
International. N93-18879
CR- 192415 September 1992
Weldsmart: A Vision-Based Expert System for
Quality Control--Final Report. NAS8-37685.
Mid-South Engineering, Inc. N93-16724
CR- 192416 November 1992
Remote Hydrogen Sensing Techniques--Final
Report April to November 1992. H-07982D.
C.I,. Perry Associates. N93-17203
CR- 192417 October 1992
Autonomous Magnetic Float Zone Microgravity
Crystal Growth Application in TiC and GaAs--
Final Report. NAS8-38487. Scientific Research
Associates, Inc. N93-16831
CR-192418 April 27, 1992
Three-Dimensional Turbopump Flowfield
Analysis--Final Report. NAS8-36950. United
Technologies Pratt & Whitney. N93-12539
CR- 192419 October 20, 1992
CRRES Experiments, Data Collection, Analysis
and Publication--Final Report, Reporling Period
8-20-92 to 10-20-92. NAS8-38609. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-192420 November 10, 1992
Drop Tube Research--Final Report. NAS8-
38609. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-16717
CR- 192424 October 21, 1992
Accurate Computation and Continuation of
Homoclinic and Heteroclinic Orbits for Singular
Perturbation Problems, Preliminary Technical
Report for February 22, 1990 to October 21,
1992. NAS8-36955. The University of Alabama
in Huntsville. N93-15717
C R- 192425 September 1992
Roller Bearing Research and Technology--Final
Report. NAS8-35560. Rockwell International.
X93-10480
C R- 192426 October 1992
Compiling Knowledge-Based Systems to
ADA--Final Report. NAS8-38488. IntelliCorp,
Inc. X93-36287
CR- 192427 December 1992
Trace Atmospheric Co Sensors (TACOS)-
Final Report. NAS8-38491. Spectral Sciences,
Inc. X93-36288
CR- 192428 June 1992
Phase II Design Definition of the Laser
Atmospheric Wind Sounder (LAWS) Vol. I:
Executive Summary. NAS8-37590. Lockheed
Missiles and Space Co. N93-16700
C R- 192429 November 1992
Phase I1 Design Definition of the Laser
Atmospheric Wind Sounder (LAWS) Vol. II:
Final Report. NAS8-37590. Lockheed Missiles
and Space Co. N93-16702
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CR-192430 September1992
SpaceTransferVehicleConceptsandRequire-
mentsStudy PhaseII Final Report.NAS8-
37855.Boeing. N93-16660
CR-192431 August10,1992
DebrisInducedArcing--Final Report.NAS8-
39131.AuburnUniversity.
CR-192432 September29,1992
HypervelocityImpact andScalingAbove 10
km/sec--July1,1992ThroughAugust31,1992,
FinalReport.NAS8-39131.AuburnUniversity.
CR-192433 October28,1992
Radiative Transfer Models--Final Report
10/90-10/92.NAS8-36955.The Universityof
Alabamain Huntsville. N93-21698
CR-192434 October19,1992
RobotWeldingProcessControlDevelopment
Task--FinalReportMay9, 1991ThroughMay
8, 1992. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabamain Huntsville. N93-18851
CR-192435 June1992
TheVariablePolarityPlasmaArcWeldingPro-
cess:MathematicalModelof WeldingSystem--
Final Report.NAS8-36955.TheUniversityof
AlabamainHuntsville. N93-16452
CR-192436 April 1991
NASA/MSFC Material ResponseEvaluation
FinalReport.NAS8-37801.HerculesAerospace
Co. X93-10473
CR-192437 April 1992
Vapor Pressureof Carbon-PhenolicPyrolysis
Gas Products--Final Report. NAS8-37801.
HerculesAerospaceCo. X93-10485
CR-192438 April 1992
AutomatedMaterialPropertySystem(AMPS)
SpecialResearchGrant--FinalReport.NAS8-
37801.HerculesAerospaceCo. X93-10472
CR-192439 October1990
Two InchThroatNozzleNumberOnePre/Post
TestEvaluation--FinalReport.NAS8-37801.
HerculesAerospaceCo. X93-10487
CR-192440 November4, 1991
Third AnnualTechnicalReview--Volume I
FinalReport.NAS8-37801.HerculesAerospace
Co. X93-10484
CR-192441 November4, 1991
Third AnnualTechnicalReviewSPIPNozzle
WorkPackage--VolumeII FinalReport.NAS8-
37801.HerculesAerospaceCo. X93-10486
CR-192442 March30,1992
PhaseII--Rain RateInstrumentfor Deployment
at Sea--Final Report. NAS8-38481.FWG
Associates,Inc. N93-26156
CR-192443 August9, 1992
NewDirectionsin PhthalocyaninePigments--
Final Report. NAS8-38259.University of
Missouri-Rolla. N93-26155
CR-192444 February1993
HypervelocityImpactEffectson SolarCells--
FinalReport.NAS8-39131.AuburnUniversity.N93-18601
CR-192445 September11,1992
AdvancedWaterWindowX-RayMicroscope
DesignandAnalysis--FinalReportfor August
12,1991to August11,1992.H-08073D,The
Universityof AlabamaatBirmingham.
N92-33602
CR-192446 November1992
Verificationof InternalFlow Analysesin Com-
plex 3-D Geometries--FinalReport,Period
4/24/89 to 8/31/92.NAS8-37363.Scientific
ResearchAssociates,Inc. X93-10568
CR-192447 April 1991
SpaceTransferVehicleConceptsandRequire-
mentsStudyPhaseI FinalReport,VolumeIII,
Book2.NAS8-37855.Boeing.
CR-192448 August1992
A SolarMagneticandVelocityFieldMeasure-
mentSystemfor Spacelab2: TheSolarOptical
UniversalPolarimeter(SOUP)Final Report--
9/77to 1/91.NAS8-32805.Lockheed.
N92-31856
CR-192449 December9, 1992
Studyof Portof FramesArtificial Intelligence
System--FinalReport.NAS8-38609.TheUni-
versityof Alabamain Huntsville. N93-16740
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CR-192450 October1992
AdvancedTransportationSystemStudiesTech-
nicalArea3--AlternatePropulsionSubsystem
ConceptsF-1A RestartStudy--Final Report.
NAS8-39210.Rocketdyne. X93-10604
CR-192451 January15,1993
AdvancedTechnologyDevelopmentMuiticolor
Holography--FinalReport.NAS8-38609.The
Universityof Alabamain Huntsville.
N93-26154
CR-192452 January1992
Automated Documentation Generator for
Advanced Protein Crystal Growth--Final
Report, November 7, 1991 to January 31, 1993.
NAS8-38609. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-18425
CR-192453 July 20, 1992
Development of a Miniature Mass Analyzer and
Associated Instrumentation for Improved
Capabilities in the Analysis of Low Energy
Plasma From a Rocket or Satellite Platform--
Final Report. NAS8-37582. The University of
Texas at Dallas. N93-22014
CR- 192454 September 13, 1991
Preliminary Cycle 1 NLS Base Heating
Environment--Appendix 3. NAS8-38141.
Remtech. N93-22012
CR- 192455 November 1992
Base Heating Methodology Improvements--
Vol. I. NAS8-38141. Remtech. N93-22350
CR-192456 October 19, 1989
Preliminary Base Heating Environments for a
Generalized ALS LO2/LH2 Launch Vehicle,
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. NAS8-38141.
Remtech. N93-22963
CR- 192457 November 1992
User's Manual for the ALS Base Heating Pre-
diction Code--Vol. II. NAS8-38141. Remtech.
N93-22962
CR- 192458 January 20, 1993
LDEF Solar Cell Radiation Effects Analysis--
Final Report. H- 13099D. Physitron. N93-16374
CR- 192459 October 1991
P0004-1 Quick Look--Final Report. NAS8-
38676. Eril Research Inc. N93-23009
CR- 192460 January 15, 1993
NASA PPO Microgravity Projects Support--
Final Technical Report. NAS8-38778. Tec-
Masters, Inc. N93-22038
CR- 192461 December 1991
Computational Models for the Forebody Flow-
field and Base Flowfield/Free Stream Interaction
Region--Appendix 4. NAS8-38141. Remtech.
X93-10688
CR- 192462 December 1992
MSFC Three Point Docking Mechanism Design
Review. NAS8-36641. Grumman Aerospace
Corp. N93 -22013
CR- 192463 February 1993
Solar Maximum Mission/Ultraviolet Spectrome-
ter and Polarimeter Studies--Final Report.
NAS8-35921. Teledyne Brown Engineering.
N93-23011
CR- 192464 January 29, 1993
Emergency Vehicle Alert System Phase II
Reports. NAS8-39383. Applied Research, Inc.
N93-22455
CR- 192465 December 31, 1992
Update of GRASP/ADA Reverse Engineering
Tools for ADA--Final Report July 1-December
31, 1992. NAS8-39131. Auburn University.
N93-22793
CR- 192466 September 1992
Turbulence Modeling of Flow Fields in Thrust
Chambers--Final Report June 10, 1992-
September 13, 1992. NAS8-36955. The Univer-
sity of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-22382
CR- 192467 January 1993
Vacuum Chamber and Adapters for Shearogra-
phy and Holography--Final Report. NAS8-
38609. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville.
CR- 192468 December 21, 1992
FNAS CRRES Program Completion--Final
Report for 10-21-92 to 12-21-92. NAS8-38609.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-29032
CR- 192469 March 1993
CRRES Combined Release and Radiation
Effects Satellite Program Summary.
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NAS8-38609.The Universityof Alabamain
Huntsville. N93-25886
CR-192470 January1993
SpaceStationECLSSIntegrationAnalysis--
Final Report. NAS8-36407. McDonnell
Douglas. N93-22002
CR-192471 May1992
Space Station FurnaceFacility Volume I:
RequirementsDefinitionandConceptualDesign
Study Executive Summary--Final Report.
NAS8-38077.TeledyneBrownEngineering.
N93-23225
CR-192472 May1992
SpaceStation FurnaceFacility Volume II:
RequirementsDefinitionandConceptualDesign
StudyTechnicalReport,Final Report.NAS8-
38077.TeledyneBrownEngineering.N93-23238
CR-192473 May1992
SpaceStation FurnaceFacility Volume II,
Appendix1: ContractEnd Item Specification(CEF), Part 1--Final Report.NAS8-38077.
TeledyneBrownEngineering. N93-23083
CR-192474 May1992
SpaceStationFurnaceFacilityPreliminaryPro-
ject ImplementationPlan (PIP) Volume II,
Appendix2: Final Report.NAS8-38077.Tele-
dyneBrownEngineering. N93-22347
CR-192475 May1992
SpaceStation FurnaceFacility Volume II,
Appendix3: EnvironmentAnalysisRequire-
ments Definition and ConceptualDesign
Study--Final Report.NAS8-38077.Teledyne
BrownEngineering. N93-23224
CR-192476 May1992
SpaceStation FurnaceFacility Volume II,
Appendix5: Experiment/FacilityRequirements
Document (E/FRD)--Final Report. NAS8-
38077.TeledyneBrownEngineering.N93-23241
CR-192477 May1992
SpaceStationFurnaceFacilityCoreVolumeII,
Appendix6 (Section1): RequirementsDefini-
tion and ConceptualDesign Study--Final
Report.NAS8-38077.TeledyneBrown Engi-
neering. N93-22349
CR-192478 May1992
SpaceStationFurnaceFacilityVolumeIII: Pro-
gram Cost Estimate--Final Report. NAS8-
38077.TeledyneBrownEngineering.N93-23237
CR-192479 January15,1993
DevelopmentoftheLiquidThrustChamberPer-
formance(LTCP) Codefor TurbulentTwo-
PhaseFlowCombustionof DenseSpraywFinal
Report. NAS8-38798. Physical Research, Inc.
X93-10690
CR-192480 August 1992
Application of Powder Metallurgy Techniques
to Produce Improved Bearing Elements for
Liquid Rocket Engines--Final Report February
1982 to August 1992. NAS8-34763. Compressor
Components Textron.
CR-192481 January 30, 1993
Advanced Life Support Study Modification 10:
ECLSS Logistical Support Analysis for Space
Station Freedom Addendum to Final Report.
NAS8-38781. SRS Technologies. N93-2,5888
CR-192482 November 1992
Space Transfer Concepts and Analysis for
Exploration Missions--Final Report. NAS8-
37857. Boeing Defense and Space Group.
N93-22705
CR-192483 January 10, 1993
Summary Document of Tasks Performed on the
Shuttle-C/NLS Contract for the Period January
1, 1992 to January 31, 1993. NAS8-37145.
United Technologies USBI. N93-22995
CR-192484 June 1992
Users Manual for Program HIFREQ Interactive
Version for the PC of Mitchell's FDORC
Code--Final Report. NAS8-36955. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville. X93-10687
CR-192485 November 6, 1992
Transportation Systems Analyses Semiannual
Report Executive Summary Volume I. NAS8-
39209. General Dynamics. N93-23008
CR-192486 November 6, 1992
Transportation Systems Analyses Semiannual
Report, Volume II. NAS8-39209. General
Dynamics. N93-22386
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CR-192487 February1993
LutePrimaryMirrorMaterialsandDesignStudy
Report.H-11994D.HughesDanburyOptical
Systems,Inc. N93-22961
CR-192488 February15,1991
SpaceTransfer Conceptsand Analysis for
ExplorationMissions:ImplementationPlanand
Element DescriptionDocument:Volume 1:
Major TradesBook 1--Final Report.NAS8-
37858.BoeingAerospaceandElectronics.
N93-22348
CR-192494 March8, 1991
SpaceTransferConceptsand Analysis for
ExplorationMissions:ImplementationPlanand
Element DescriptionDocument,Volume 6:
Lunar Systems--FinalReport.NAS8-37857.
BoeingAerospaceandElectronics. N93-23007
CR-192495 March1991
SpaceTransfer Conceptsand Analysis for
ExplorationMissions:TaskDirective5--Final
Report. NAS8-37857.Boeing Defenseand
SpaceGroup.
CR-192489 February15,1991
SpaceTransferConceptsand Analysis for
ExplorationMissions:ImplementationPlanand
ElementDescription Document:Volume 1:
Major TradesBook 2: Final Report.NAS8-
37857.BoeingAerospaceandElectronics.
N93-22959
CR-192490 March8, 1991
SpaceTransfer Conceptsand Analysis for
ExplorationMissions:ImplementationPlanand
ElementDescription Document:Volume2:
Cryo/AerobrakeVehicle--FinalReport.NAS8-
37857.BoeingAerospaceandElectronics.
N93-23251
CR-192491 March8, 1991
SpaceTransfer Conceptsand Analysis for
ExplorationMissions:ImplementationPlanand
Element DescriptionDocument:Volume 3:
NuclearThermalRocketVehicle--FinalReport.
NAS8-37857.BoeingAerospace and Electron-
ics. N93-22960
CR-192492 March 8, 1991
Space Transfer Concepts and Analysis for
Exploration Missions: Implementation Plan and
Element Description Document: Volume 4:
Solar Electric Propulsion Vehicle--Final
Report. NAS8-37857. Boeing Aerospace and
Electronics. N93-22993
CR-192493 March 8, 1991
Space Transfer Concepts and Analysis for
Exploration Missions: Implementation Plan and
Element Description Document: Volume 5:
Nuclear Electric Propulsion Vehicle--Final
Report. NAS8-37857. Boeing Aerospace and
Electronics. N93-22990
CR- 192496 March 1993
Repeatability and Uncertainty Analyses of
NASA/MSFC Light Gas Gun Test Data--Final
Report 02-23-90 to 10-22-92. NAS8-36955. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-23012
CR- 192497 December 1992
Solid Propulsion Integrity Program Carbon-
Phenolic Material Property Reference Manual
for SRM Nozzle Applications--Final Report.
NAS8-37801. Hercules Aerospace Co.
X93-10848
CR- 192498 July 1992
Recommendations on Minimum Two-Dimen-
sional Substructure Model Sizes for Analysis of
SRM Nozzles--Final Report. NAS8-37801.
Hercules Industry Team. X93-10850
CR- 192499 April 1993
Calculation of Surface Pressure-Fluctuations
Based on Time-Averaged Turbulent Flow Com-
putations, Phase II Final Report, Volume I,
Summary of Results. NAS8-38969. Engineering
Analysis, Inc. X93-36331
CR- 192500 April 1993
Calculation of Surface Pressure Fluctuations
Based on Time-Averaged Turbulent Flow Com-
putation, Phase II Final Report, Volume 2,
User's Manual for SURPRESS-II Including
STURB-II. NAS8-38969. Engineering Analysis,
Inc. X93-36330
CR- 192501 April 1993
Calculation of Surface Pressure Fluctuation
Based on Time-Averaged Turbulent Flow Com-
putations, Phase II Final Report, Volume 3,
User's Manuals for SURPRESS-III Including
STURB-III. NAS8-38969. Engineering Analy-
sis, Inc. N93-16453
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CR-192502 April 1993
Calculationof SurfacePressureFluctuation
BasedonTime-AveragedTurbulentFlowCom-
putations,PhaseII Final Report,Volume4,
User's Manualsfor SURPRESS-IIIncluding
STRUB-II.NAS8-38969.EngineeringAnalysis,
Inc. X93-36328
CR-192503 April 1993
Calculationof SurfacePressureFluctuation
BasedonTime-AveragedTurbulentFlowCom-
putations,PhaseII Final Report,Volume5,
User'sManualsfor SURPRESS-IIIncluding
STURB-III.NAS8-38969.EngineeringAnaly-
sis,Inc. X93-36327
CR-192504 April 1993
Calculationof SurfacePressureFluctuation
BasedonTime-AveragedTurbulentFlowCom-
putationsPhaseII Final Report,Volume6--
User's Manual for Cluster. NAS8-38969.
EngineeringAnalysis,Inc. X93-36326
CR-192505 December1,1989
SpaceTransportationMain EngineConfigura-
tion Study:VolumeI: ExecutiveSummary--
Final Report.NAS8-36868.PrattandWhitney
Aircraft. X93-73173
CR-192506 December1,1989
SpaceTransportationMain EngineConfigura-
tion Study: Addendum--DesignDefinition
Document--FinalReport.NAS8-36868.Pratt
andWhitneyAircraft. X93-73172
CR-192507 December1,1989
SpaceTransportationMain EngineConfigura-
tionStudy:Volume2: DesignDefinitionDocu-
ment-Final Report.NAS8-36868.Pratt and
WhitneyAircraft. X93-73174
CR-192508 December1, 1989
Space Transportation Main Engine Configura-
tion Study: Volume 3: Program Cost Estimates
and Work Breakdown Structure and WBS Dic-
tionary-Final Report. NAS8-36868. Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft. X93-73175
CR-192509 April 1988
Nozzle Integrity Program Carbon Phenolic Data
Base Volume III: Thermal Analysis of FM5055
and FM5834 Carbon Phenolic--Final Report.
NAS8-36297. Southern Research Institute.
X93-73177
CR- 192510 July 1987
Carbon Phenolic Test Procedures--Final Report.
NAS8-36297. Morton-Thiokol Corp.
X93-73176
CR- 192511 December 1990
Materials Property Definition and Generation for
Carbon-Carbon and Carbon Phenolic Materials
Program--Final Report. NAS8-36297. Thiokol
Corp. X93-10707
CR- 192512 February 17, 1993
Computational Modeling--Final 08-18-92 to
02-17-93. NAS8-38609. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-25225
CR- 192513 August 26, 1992
Study of Plasma Environments for the Integrated
Space Station Electromagnetic Analysis Sys-
tem--Final Report (July 27, 1991 to August 26,
1992). NAS8-36955. The University of Alabama
in Huntsville. N93-13152
CR-192514 July 31, 1991
External Tank Aerothermal Design Criteria
Verification--Final Report. NAS8-38185.
Remtech, Inc. N93-26055
CR- 192515 September 1990
Liquid Rocket Booster (LRB) for the Space
Transportation System (STS) Systems Study.
NAS8-37136. Martin Marietta Corp.
N93-26152
CR- 192516 September 1990
Remtech SSME Nozzle Design TPS Final
Report. NAS8-36151. Remtech, Inc.
N93-26056
CR-192517 September 1991
SRB Environment Evaluation and Analysis:
Volume 1: Redesigned SRB Flight Heating
Evaluation--Final Report. NAS8-37891.
Remtech, Inc. N93-26053
CR- 192518 September 1991
SRB Environment Evaluation and Analysis:
Volume 2: RSRB Joint Filling Test/Analysis
Improvements--Final Report. NAS8-37891.
Remtech, Inc. N93-26057
CR-192519 September 1991
SRB Environment Evaluation and Analysis:
Volume 3: ASRB Plume Induced
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Environments--Final Report. NAS8-37891.
Remtech,Inc. N93-26054
CR-192520 February26,1993
CandidateTechnologiesfor the Integrated
HealthManagementProgram--FinalReport
October30, 1992,to February26, 1993.H-
I 8763D.GeneralDynamics. N93-22655
CR-192521 January1993
FantasticCode an In-Depth Assessment--
Revised--FinalReport.NAS8-37801.Hercules
IndustryTeam. X93-10856
CR-192522 February26,1993
SRBFrustrum"Srmley"CrackingPhenomenon
Study--Final Report August 17, 1992, to
February15,1993.H-11992D.T.A.Cruse.
N93-20912
CR-192523 April23,1993
Parametric Analysis of Atmospheric Pro-
cesses--Final Report. NAS8-36955. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville.
N94-10757
CR-192524 April 1, 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ments Study: Volume 1, Executive Summary--
Final Report. NAS8-37855. Boeing Aerospace
and Electronics. N93-25479
CR-192525 April 1, 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ments Study: Volume 2, Book 1: STV Concept
Definition and Evaluation--Final Report.
NAS8-37855. Boeing Aerospace and Elec-
tronics. N93-25510
CR-192526 April 1, 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ments Study: Volume 2: Book 2--System and
Program Requirements Trade Studies--Final
Report. NAS8-37855. Boeing Aerospace and
Electronics. N93-25511
CR-192527 April 1, 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ments Study: Volume 2, Book 3: STV System
Interfaces--Final Report. NAS8-37855. Boeing
Aerospace and Electronics. N93-25513
CR-192528 April 1, 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ments Study: Volume 2, Book 4: Integrated
Advanced Technology Development--Final
Report. NAS8-37855. Boeing Aerospace and
Electronics. N93-25512
CR-192529 March I, 1991
Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts and Require-
ment Study: Volume 3, Book 1: Program Cost
Estimates--Final Report. NAS8-37855. Boeing
Co. N93-25514
CR-192530 September 24, 1992
A Prototype Backside Purge Control System--
Final Report 11-17-91 to 09-27-92. NAS8-
39203. Nichols Research Corp.
CR-192531 February 1993
Space Transportation Booster Engine Thrust
Chamber Technology, Large Scale Injector--
Final Report. NAS8-37470. GenCorp Aerojet.
N93-26557
CR- 192532 December 1992
Space Transfer Concepts and Analyses for
Exploration Missions--Final Report Technical
Directive 12 Beamed Power Systems Study.
NAS8-37857. Boeing. N93-26146
CR-192533 May 1992
Experiment/Facility Requirements Document for
the Space Station Furnace Facility: Section 1:
Integrated Configuration--Final Report. NAS8-
38077. Teledyne Brown Engineering.
N93-27147
CR- 192534 May 1992
Space Station Furnace Facility Core--Volume
2: Summary of Technical Reports--Final
Report. NAS8-38077. Teledyne Brown
Engineering N93-28323
CR-192535 May 1992
ASRM Test Report Autoclave Cure Process
Development Final Report. NAS8-37800.
Lockheed. N93-27157
CR-192536 April 30, 1993
Combined Space Environment on Spacecraft
Engineering Materials--Final Report. NAS8-
38609. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. N93-28407
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CR-192537 August1992
Thermo-ChemicalStructuralAnalysisof Car-
bon-PhenolicCompositesWith PorePressure
and Pyrolysis Effects Final Report.NAS8-
37801.Hercules. X93-10855
CR-192538 March1993
LabscaleSolid RocketCombustionSimulator
(LSRCS)FinalReport.NAS8-37801.Hercules.
X93-10849
CR-192539 March1993
SolidPropulsionIntegrityProgramExploratory
TestingFinalReport.NAS8-37801.Hercules.
X93-10861
CR-192547 April 14,1993
AccelerationStudies---FinalReport03-19-92to
04-18-93.NAS8-38609.The University of
AlabamainHuntsville. N93-26948
CR-192548 August24,1992
Anodized Aluminum Investigation--Final
Report.NAS8-39131.AuburnUniversity.N93-71158
CR-192549 April 1993
WeldingProcessModelingandControlFinal
Report02-26-92to 02-25-93.NAS8-38609.The
Universityof Alabamain Huntsville.N93-27593
CR-192540 August1990
Investigationof HybridMotorsfor SRMNozzle
TestingFinalReport.NAS8-37801.Hercules.
X93-10854
CR-192541 April 1992
PlasmaArc TestingandThermalCharacteriza-
tion of NARCFM5055Carbon-PhenolicFinal
Report.NAS8-37801.Hercules. X93-10852
CR-192542 March1993
Microstructuresof Rapidly HeatedCarbon-
PhenolicsFinalReport.NAS8-37801.Herc_es.
X93-10853
CR-192543 February1993
Inders IntegratedNondestructiveEvaluation
Data ReductionSystemEnhancementsFinal
Report.NAS8-37801.HerculesAerospaceCo.
X93-10862
CR-192544 September1992
Evaluationof a High TemperatureAdhesive
Usedin RocketNozzles(UnionCarbideC-34)
FinalReport.NAS8-37801.Hercules.
X93-10851
CR-192545 April 1993
AdvancedTransportationSystemStudiesTech-
nical Area 3 Alternate Propulsion Subsystem
Concepts--Propulsion Data Base Task Interim
Report April 6, 1992, to April 5, 1993. NAS8-
39210. Rockwell International. N93-28325
CR- 192546 September 1990
Automated Fluid Interface System (AFIS)
Development Program--Final Report. NAS8-
37459. MOOG Space Products Division.
CR-192550 May 14, 1993
Study of Basic Physical Processes in Liquid and
Solid Rocket Propulsion--Final Report Decem-
ber 14, 1992 to May 13, 1993. NAS8-38609.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-27146
CR- 192551 April 24, 1993
Chemical Release and Radiation Effects
(CRRES) Data Directory Final Report 02-24-93
to 04-24-93. NAS8-38609. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-192552 March 1993
Development of Code Evaluation Criteria for
Assessing Predictive Capability and Per-
formance--Final Report. NAS8-38858. Rock-
well International. N93-24473
CR-192553 April 1993
Pre- and Postprocessing Techniques for Deter-
mining "Goodness" of Computational Meshes--
Final Report. NAS8-38478. Computational
Mechanics Co., Inc. N93-29030
CR-192554 April 30, 1993
Natural Environmental Service Support to
NASA Vehicle, Technology and Sensor Devel-
opment Programs--Final Report July 7, 1987 to
March 31, 1993. NAS8-36639. Universities
Space Research Association. N93-29029
CR-192555 May 1993
Investigation of Solar Active Regions at High
Resolution by Balloon Flights of the Solar Opti-
cal Universal Polarimeter---Extended Definition
Phase--Final Report. NAS8-39395. Lockheed
Missiles and Space Co., Inc. N93-27029
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CR- 192556 April 1993
Minimum Hamiltonian Ascent Trajectory Eval-
uation (MASTRE) Program (Update to Auto-
matic Flight Trajectory Design, Performance
Prediction, and Vehicle Sizing for Support of
Shuttle and Shuttle Derived Vehicles) User's
Manual, Final Report. NAS8-38981. Dynetics,
Inc. N93-28558
CR- 192557 April 1993
Minimum Hamiltonian Ascent Trajectory Eval-
uation (MASTRE) Program (Update to Auto-
matic Flight Trajectory Design, Performance
Prediction, and Vehicle Sizing for Support of
Shuttle and Shuttle Derived Vehicles) Engineer-
ing Manual, Final Report. NAS8-38981.
Dynetics, Inc. N93-27592
CR- 192564 March 1993
Final Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report--
Appendix B Case, Seals, and Joints 360T025
(RSRM-25, STS-46) PFOR's--Final Report.
NAS8-38100. Thiokol Corp. N93-30619
CR- 192565 March 1993
Final Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report--
Appendix C Nozzle PFOR's--Final 360T025
(RSRM-25, STS-46) Report. NAS8-38100.
Thiokol Corp. N93-30620
CR- 192566 March 1993
Final Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report
Appendix E Insulation Postfire Data 360T025
(RSRM-25, STS-46) Final Report. NAS8-
38100. Thiokol Corp. N93-30621
CR- 192558 April 1993
MASTRE Trajectory Code Update to Automate
Flight Trajectory Design, Performance Predic-
tions, and Vehicle Sizing for Support of Shuttle
and Shuttle Derived Vehicles--Programmers
Manual, Final Report. NAS8-38981. Dynetics,
Inc. N93-28321
CR-192559 May 1993
Final PostIlight Hardware Evaluation Report
360T026 (RSRM-26, STS-47)--Final Report.
NAS8-38 i(X). Thiokol.
CR- 192560 June 1993
Hot Hydrogen Testing of Refractory Metals and
Ceramics--Final Report 02-24-92 to 02-23-93.
NAS8-39131. Auburn University. N93-27484
CR-192561 May 31, 1993
Advanced Earth-To-Orbit Propulsion Technol-
ogy Information Dissemination and Research--
Final Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-28680
CR-192562 March 1993
Final Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report--
Final Report 360T025 (RSRM-25, STS-46).
NAS8-38 I(X). Thiokol Corp. N93-30617
CR-192563 March 1993
Final Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report--
Appendix A Insulation PFOR's--Final 360T025
(RSRM-25, STS-46) Report. NAS8-38100.
Thiokol Corp. N93-30618
CR-192567 April 21, 1993
Solid Propulsion Integrity Program (SPIP)
Bondline Work Package 4.0 Annual Report--
1992 Technical Papers. NAS8-37802. Science
Applications International Corp.
CR-192568 July 1993
Microbiological Test Results Using Three Urine
Pretreatment Regimes With 316L Stainless
Steel. NAS8-37814. Sverdrup Technology, Inc.
N94-10360
CR- 192569 July 1993
Spacelab J Air Filter Debris Analysis, STS-49-
SLJ. NAS8-37814. Sverdrup Technology, Inc.
CR-192570 July 1993
Microbiological Test Results of the
Environmental Control and Life Support
Systems Vapors Compression Distillation
Subsystem Recycle Tank Components
Following Various Pretreatment Protocols.
NAS8-37714. Sverdrup Technology, Inc.
N93-32354
CR-192571 July 1993
Optimization of 15 Parameters Influencing the
Long-Term Survival of Bacteria in Aquatic Sys-
tems. NAS8-37814. Sverdrup Technology, Inc.
N93-32365
CR- 192572 April 1993
Property Changes Induced by the Space
Environment m Composite Materials on LDEF:
Solar Array Materials Passive LDEF Experiment
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A0171 (SAMPLE)--Final Report. NAS8-
38978. Camber Corp.
CR-192573 April 1993
Preliminary System Design of a Three Arm
Capture Mechanism (TACM) Flight Demon-
stration Article--Final Report. NAS8-36641.
Grumman Aerospace. N94-10341
CR-192574 June 1993
Software to Model AXAF Image Quality--Final
Report 05-01-92 to 06-29-93. NAS8-38609. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N93-31637
CR- 192582 May 1993
Transportation Systems Analyses Semiannual
Report Volume II Technical/Programmatics.
NAS8-39209. General Dynamics. N94-10827
CR-192583 May 1993
Transportation Systems Analyses Semiannual
Report Executive Summary Volume I. NAS8-
39209. General Dynamics. N94-10826
CR-192584 June 1993
Space Transfer Concepts and Analyses for
Exploration Missions Phase 3--Final Report.
NAS8-37857. Boeing. N93-31034
CR- 192575 July 1993
Microbiological and Corrosion Analysis of
Three Urine Pretreatment Regimes With
Titanium 6A1-4V. NAS8-37814. Sverdrup
Technology, Inc. N93-32356
CR-192576 June 7, 1993
Material Characterization and Modeling With
Shearography--Final Report. NAS8-38609. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
N94-10342
CR-192577 January 15, 1993
Development of a CFD Code for Casting Simu-
lation-Final Report. NAS8-39241. ERC, Inc.
N93-30492
CR-192578 May 14, 1993
Lute Primary Mirror Study--Final Report. H-
19669D. Litton. X93-10843
CR-192579 April 1993
Level 3 Material Characterization of NARC
HRPF, HRHU, HRHF, and HRPU Final Report.
NAS8-38100. Thiokol Corp. N94-10812
CR-192580 March 1993
Final Postflight Hardware Evaluation Report
Appendix D--Nozzle Postfire Data 360T025
(RSRM-25, STS-45) Final Report. NAS8-
38100. Thiokol Corp. N93-30648
CR-192581 April 1993
Development of a Global Backscatter Model for
NASA's Laser Atmospheric Wind Sounder--
Final Report April 1, 1989, to September 30,
1992. NAS8-37585. The University of Alabama
in Huntsville.
CR-192585 May 1993
Combustion Chamber Analysis Code--Final
Report. NAS8-37824. CFD Research Corp.
CR- 192586 June 1993
Cryogenic Fluid Film Bearing Tested Develop-
ment Study--Final Report. H-19675D. Rotor-
dynamics-Seal Research.
CR-192587 June 11, 1993
Automated Rendezvous and Capture Demon-
stration Study Final Report. NAS8-39211.
Applied Research, Inc.
CR-192588 June 30, 1993
Optical System Analysis for the Ground Based
EXVM--Final Report. NAS8-38609. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville. N93-31035.
CR-192589 June 30, 1993
Reduced Gravity Multibody Dynamics Test-
ing--Final Report. NAS8-39131. Auburn Uni-
versity.
CR-192590 June 24, 1993
Ultra-High Resolution Water Window X-Ray
Microscope Optics Design and Analysis---Final
Report. H13006D. The University of Alabama at
Birmingham. N93-29128
CR- 192591 March 1993
Additional Support for the TDK/MABL Com-
puter Program Final Report. NAS8-39048. Soft-
ware and Engineering Associates, Inc.
CR- 192592 June 1993
Model Development for Exhaust Plume Effects
on Launch Stand DesignmPLIMP/LSD Final
Report. NAS8-38472. SECA, Inc.
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CR-192593 July1993
Enhancementsto theEngineDataInterpretation
System(EDIS)Final ReportApril 16,1992to
April 15,1993.NAS8-38609.TheUniversityof
Alabamain Huntsville. N94-10815
CR-192594 May1993
Lute Telescope Structural Design Study
Report--Final Report. H-19671D. Hughes
DanburyOpticalSystems,Inc.
CR-192595 May7, 1993
SystemsAnalysison LaserBeamedPower--
FinalReportMay5, 1992to October30,1992.
H-11986D.TheSiriusGroup.
CR-192596 April 1992
Fiber Optical Strain Gauge Mechanical
Design--FinalReport.NAS8-37801.Hercules
AerospaceCo. X93-10876
CR-192597 May1993
Derivationof One-DimensionalAxisymmetric
ForceEquilibriumEquationsVia theGalerkin
Method--FinalReport.NAS8-37801.Hercules
AerospaceCo. X93-10871
CR-192598 May1993
DataAnalysisTasks--BATSE--FinalReport,
September30, 1991to February27, 1993.
NAS8-38609.The Universityof Alabamain
Huntsville.
CR-192599 November1984
SpaceStation Automation Study--Satellite
Servicing Final Briefing at NASA/Johnson
SpaceCenter,November27-28, 1984.NAS8-
3508I. TRW. N93-72717
CR-192600 July1993
QualificationTestof theRossDoublePlanetary
Mixer--Final Test Report. NAS8-38100.
ThiokolCorp.
CR-192601 January1993
GeneralizedFailureCriterionfor LowModulus
LaminatedCarbon-Carbon.NAS8-38480.PDA
Engineering.
CR-192602 May1991
LunarCampsiteConceptSpaceTransferCon-
ceptsandAnalysis for ExplorationMissions.
NAS8-37857.Boeing. N94-I0144
CR-192603 July28,1993
EnhancedNDE SystemsBaselineTask Final
Report.NAS8-39394.AppliedResearch,Inc.
CR-192604 March1993
Solid PropulsionIntegrity ProgramCarbon-
PhenolicMaterialPropertyReferenceManual
for SRMNozzleApplicationsRevisionNo. 1-
FinalReport.NAS8-37801.HerculesAerospace
Co. X93-10877
CR-192605 April 1992
Thermo-Chemical-Structural Analysis of RSRM
Nozzle Cowl Ring and Exit Cone--Final
Report. NAS8-37801. Hercules Aerospace Co.
X93-10874
CR- 192606 June 1993
Derivation of One-Dimensional Axisymmetric
Force Equilibrium Equations Via the Galerkin
Method Revision No. 1--Final Report. NAS8-
37801. Hercules Aerospace Co. X93-10873
CR- 192607 March 1993
Feasibility Study for Employing Solid Combus-
tion Simulators for Solid Rocket Motor Nozzle
Testing--Final Report. NAS8-37801. Hercules
Aerospace Co. X93-10879
CR- 192608 January 1993
MNASA SPIP 48-2 Static Firing Final Analysis
Report--Final Report. NAS8-37801. Hercules
Aerospace Co. X93-10880
CR-192609 April 20, 1993
SPIP Nozzle Work Package Semiannual Man-
agement Review--Final Report. NAS8-37801.
Hercules Aerospace Co. X93-10875
CR-192610 May 1993
Analysis for Thermo-Chemical Decomposition
of Composite Structures: Second Year Report--
Final Report. NAGS-879. The Pennsylvania
State University. X93-10878
CR-192611 August 7, 1993
Refine Research Plan for Use of Atlas Data--
Final Report. NAS8-36955. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville. N93-32349
CR-192612 July 15, 1993
Assessment of a Human Computer Interface
Prototyping Environment--Final Report. NAS8-
39131. Auburn University. N93-31849
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CR-192613 July31,1993
PreliminaryDefinitionPhaseFinal Report02-
03-93to 07-31-93,Temperature Dependence of
Diffusivities. NAS8-39716. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-193823 April 19, 1993
Melt Spinning Study--Final Report. NAS8-
38609. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville.
CR-193831 May 1993
Experimental Investigation of Turbine Disk
Cavity Aerodynamics and Heat Transfer--Final
Report. NAS8-37462. United Technologies.
CR-193832 July 1993
Investigation of the Feasibility of Optical Diag-
nostic Measurements at the Exit of the SSME--
Final Report. NAS8-36861. United Technolo-
gies.
CR-193824 March 8, 1993
Advanced Electric Motor Technology Flux
Mapping--Final Report. NAS8-38609. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-193833 April 8, 1993
Lifetime Prediction of Materials Exposed to the
Natural Space Environment 4/9/92 to 4/8/93,
Final Report. NAS8-39131. Auburn University.
CR-193825 December 1991
BALLIST--A Computer Program to Empir-
ically Predict the Bumper Thickness Required to
Prevent Perforation of the Space Station by
Orbital Debris, Supplemental Final Report.
NAS8-38555. The University of Alabama.
CR-193826 September 1993
Partial Analysis of LDEF Experiment A-0114---
Final Report for May 20, 1985 to November 19,
1991. NAS8-36645. The University of Alabama
in Huntsville.
CR-193827 July 1992
Advanced Protein Crystal Growth Programmatic
Sensitivity Study Final Report. NAS8-39352.
Fairchild Space.
CR-193828 April 30, 1993
Shuttle PRCS Plume Contamination Analysis
for Astro-2 Mission--Final Report February 24,
1993 to April 30, 1993. H-18069D. The Uni-
versity of Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-193829 June 18, 1992
Final Report of Work Completed Under NAS8-
36479. NAS8-36479. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-193830 March 1993
STS-55 Pad Abort 3-22-93 Engine 2011
Oxidizer Preburner Augmented Spark Igniter
Check Valve Leak--Final Report. NAS8-40000.
Rockwell International.
CR- 193834 August 23, 1993
Crystal Growth of ZnSe and Related Ternary
Compound Semiconductors by Physical Vapor
Transport--Final Report. NAS8-39718. Uni-
versities Space Research Association.
CR-193835 August 28, 1993
Reduce Fluid Experiment System Flight Data
From IML-1--Final Report. NAS8-38609. The
University of Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-193836 August 30, 1991
Avionics--Enabled Operations Improvements
Study Infrastructure Study TD009 Final Task
Report. NAS8-37588. General Dynamics.
CR-193837 July 1993
Synchrotron/Crystal Sample Preparation--Final
Report. NAS8-38609. The University of
Alabama in Huntsville.
CR-193838 August 12, 1993
Visualization of Solidification Front Phenom-
ena-Final Report. NAS8-38609. The Univer-
sity of Alabama in Huntsville.
CR- 193839 August 30, 1993
Design of Power Electronics for TVC EMA
Systems--Final Report. NAS8-39131. Auburn
University.
CR- i 93840 August 1993
Laser Power Beaming System Analyses--Final
Report. H-20780D. The Sirius Group, Inc.
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CR-193841 February1993
SpaceStationThermalStorage/Refrigeration
System Researchand Development--Final
Report.NAS8-36401.LockheedMissilesand
SpaceCo.,Inc.
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ABDELDAYEM,H. ES74
WITHEROW,W.K.
SHIELDS,A.W.
FRAZIER,D.O.
NovelPhenomenonof BeamFanningin Organic
SolutionsandThin Films. For publicationin
OpticalSocietyof America,Washington,DC.
ABDELDAYEM,H. ES74
WITHEROW,W.K.
SHIELDS,A.
FRAZIER,D.O.
NewPhenomenonof SpatialLight Modulation
in Benzil. For presentationat SpatialLight
Modulatorsand Applications, Palm Springs,
CA, March 15-17, 1993.
ABDELDAYEM, H. (Alabama A&M)
SHEN, W.
VENKATESWARLU, P.
WITHEROW, W.K. ES74
FRAZIER, D.O..
SHEKHAR, P.C. (University of West Florida)
GEORGE, M.C.
ET AL.
Nonlinear Optical Parameters of 7', 7'-Dicyano-
7'-APt-B-Carotene in Hexane by Self-Action
Techniques. For publication in Optics
Communications, The Netherlands.
ADAMS, A.M. PT41
Environmental Control and Life Support System
(ECLSS) Selection for the First Lunar Outpost
(FLO) Habitat. For presentation at the 23rd
International Conference on Environmental
Systems (ICES), Colorado Springs, CO, July
12-15, 1993.
ADAMS, M. ES52
MUSIELAK, Z.E. (UAH)
The Use of Fractal Dimension in the Analysis of
Sunspot Magnetic Fields. For presentation at the
Southeastern Simulation Conference, Huntsville,
AL, October 18-19, 1993.
ADAMS, M. ES52
SOLANKI, S.K. (Institute for Astronomy)
HAGYARD, M.J. ES52
MOORE, R.L.
A Search for Sunspot Canopies Using a Vector
Magnetograph. For presentation at the Eighth
Cambridge Meeting on Cool Stars, Stellar
Systems, and the Sun, Athens, GA, October 11-
14, 1993.
ADAMS, M. ES52
SOLANKI, S.K. (Institute for Astronomy)
HAGYARD, M. ES52
MOORE, R.L.
A Search for Sunspot Canopies Using a Vector
Magnetograph. For publication in Solar Physics,
The Netherlands.
ADAMS, M.L. ES52
HAGYARD, M.J.
A Study of the Magnetic Field Associated With
C-Class Flares. For presentation at the 24th SPD
Meeting, Stanford, CA, July 13-16, 1993.
ADMIRE, J.R. ED26
TINKER, M.L.
IVEY, E.W.
Residual Flexibility Test Method for Verifica-
tion of Constrained Structural Models. For pub-
lication in the AIAA Journal.
ADMIRE, J.R. ED26
TINKER, M.L.
IVEY, E.
Mass-Additive Modal Test Method for Verifica-
tion of Constrained Structural Models. For pub-
lication in the AIAA Journal.
(Alabama A&M)AGGARWAL, M.D.
WANG, W.S.
CHOI, J.
CHANG, K.J.
SHIELDS, A.W. ES74
ET AL.
A Novel Bridgman-Stockbarger Melt Growth
System for Organic Nonlinear Optical Materials.
For publication in the Journal of Physics E
Scientific Instruments, Bristol, United Kingdom.
ALBRITTON, L.M. EP63
REDMON, J.W.
TYLER, T.R.
Design, Development, and Fabrication of
Extravehicular Activity Tools for Support of the
Transfer Orbit Stage. For presentation at the
AIAA Design Conference, Irvine, CA, February
16-19, 1993.
ALHORN, D.C. EB24
Rotating Unbalanced-Mass Devices for
Scanning: Results From the Proof-of-Concept
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Test.Forpresentationatthe 17thAnnualAAS
GuidanceandControlConference,Keystone,
CO,February2-6, 1994.
ALLEN,M.J.
WILLIS,T.D.
WALKER,A.B.C.Jr.
BARBEE,T.W. (LivermoreNationalLab)
WEED,J.W.
HOOVER,R.B. ES52
ET AL.
Calibration of the Multispectral Solar Telescope
Array Multilayer Mirrors and XUV Filters. For
publication in the Proceedings of SHE, San
Diego, CA, July 19-24, 1992.
(Stanford University)
AMBASTHA, A. (NRC)
HAGYARD, M.J. ES52
WEST, E.A.
Evolutionary and Flare-Wrought Magnetic
Shear Variations Observed in a Complex, Hare
Productive Active Region. For publication in
Solar Physics, The Netherlands.
ASAKIMORI, K. ES64
ARAFUNE, J. (University of Tokyo)
BURNETI', T.H. (University of Washington)
ET AL.
SCIN/MAGIC on Balloons: Progress and Status.
For presentation at the 23rd International
Cosmic Ray Conference, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, July 19-30, 1993.
ASAKIMORI, K. ES64
BURNE'I"r, T.H. (University of Washington)
CHERRY, M.L. (LA University)
CHRISTL, M.J. ES64
ET AL.
Cosmic Ray Composition and Spectra: (1).
Protons, The JACEE Collaboration. For presen-
tation at the 23rd International Cosmic Ray Con-
ference, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, July 19,
1993.
AUSTIN, R.A. ES65
MINAMITANI, T.
RAMSEY, B.D.
Development of a Hard X-Ray Imaging
Polarimeter. For presentation at SHE's 1993
Symposium on Optical Instrumentation and
Applied Science, San Diego, CA, July 11-16,
1993.
BABAI, M. EH54
MUELLER, R. (KSC)
BIEN, C. (Deneb Robotics, Inc.)
Simulation in Aerospace Manufacturing. For
presentation at the Aerotech '93 Conference,
Costa Mesa, CA, September 27-30, 1993.
BAGDIGIAN, R.M. ED62
Ground and Hight Development Testing of the
Space Station Freedom Water Reclamation and
Management Subsystem. For presentation at the
International Symposium on Environmental
Systems and Processes of Integration, Moscow,
Russia, August 24-27, 1993.
BAGDIGIAN, R.M. ED62
Implications of Man-in-the-Loop Water
Recovery Test Results to the Development of
the Space Station Freedom Water Reclamation
and Management Subsystem. For presentation at
the AIAA Space Programs and Technologies
Conference and Exhibit, Huntsville, AL,
September 21-23, 1993.
BAI, S.D. EP53
HAN, S.S. (Tennessee Tech University)
PARDUE, B.A.
2D Axisymmetric Analysis of SRM Ignition
Transient. For presentation at the 29th Joint
Propulsion Conference, Monterey, CA, June 28-
30, 1993.
BARRET, C. ED13
Launch Vehicle Stability and Control. For pre-
sentation at the Society of Women Engineers
National Convention, Chicago, IL, June 21-27,
1993.
BERANEK, R.G. JA92
BAGGETT, R.M.
Laser Atmospheric Wind Sounder (LAWS). For
presentation at the DRA/NASA Longlife CO2
Laser Conference, Malvern, United Kingdom,
November 9-12, 1992.
BEST, P. EP73
Test Stand 116 at the Marshall Space Hight
Center. For presentation at the Society of Auto-
motive Engineers, Dayton, OH, April 20-23,
1993.
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BHAT, B. EH23
McPHERSON, B.
CHEN, P. (liT Research Inst.)
KURUVILLA, A.K.
PANDA, B.
Development of Hydrogen Resistant Structural
Alloy NASA-23. For presentation at the 29th
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, CA, June 28-30, 1993.
(Alabama A&M)BHAT, K.
CHANG, K.J.
AGGARWAL, M.D.
WANG, W.S.
PENN, B.G. ES74
FRAZIER, D.O.
Synthesis and Characterization of Various
Schiff's Bases for Nonlinear Optical Applica-
tions. For publication in The Journal Of Chemi-
cal Physics, Chicago, IL.
BHAT, P.N. ES66
FISHMAN, G.J.
MEEGAN, C.A.
WILSON, R.B.
PACIESAS, W.S. (UAH)
Morphological Study of Short Gamma Ray
Bursts. For presentation at the 23rd International
'Cosmic Ray Conference, Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, July 19-30, 1993.
BHAT, N.P. ES66
FISHMAN, G.J.
MEEGAN, C.A.
WILSON, R.B.
ET AL.
Spectral Evolution of a Sub-Class of Gamma
Ray Bursts Observed by BATSE. For publica-
tion in the Astrophysical Journal, Tucson, AZ.
BHAT, P.N. ES66
FISHMAN, G.J.
MEEGAN, C.A.
WILSON, R.B.
KOUVELIOTOU, C.
PACIESAS, W.S.
Spectral Evolution of a Sub-Class of Gamma
Ray Bursts. For presentation at the Gamma Ray
Workshop. Huntsville, AL, October 20-22,
1993.
BHAT, P.N.
FISHMAN, G.J.
MEEGAN, C.A.
ES66
WILSON, R.B.
PACIESAS, W.S.
Morphological Study of Short Gamma Ray
Bursts. For presentation at the Gamma Ray
Burst Workshop, Huntsville, AL, October 20-
22, 1993.
BHAT, P.N. ES66
FISHMAN, G.J.
MEEGAN, C.A.
WILSON, R.B.
KOUVELIOTOU, C.
PACIESAS, W.S.
PENDLETON, G.N.
SHAEFER, B.E.
Spectral Evolution Studies of a Sub-Class of
GRB's Observed by BATSE. For presentation at
the Joint April Meeting of the American Physi-
cal Society of American Association of Physics
Teachers, Washington, DC, April 12-15, 1993.
(Fisk University)BIAO, Y.
AZOULAY, M.
GEORGE, M.A.
BURGER, A.
COLLINS, W.E.
SILBERMAN, E.
SU, C.-H. ES75
VOLZ, M.P.
SZOFRAN, F.R.
GILIES, D.C.
Photoluminescence of Vapor and Solution
Grown ZnTe Single Crystals. For presentation at
the Sixth International Conference on II-VI
Compounds and Related Optoelectronic
Materials, Newport, RI, September 13--17, 1993.
BOECK, W.L. ES43
VAUGHAN, O.H., Jr.
VONNEGUT, B.
BROOK, M.
McKUNE, J.
BLAKESLEE, R.
Observations of Lightning in the Stratosphere.
For publication in the Journal of Geophysical
Research, Washington, DC.
BOGART, R.S. (Stanford University)
HILL, F. (National Solar Observatory)
TOUSSAINT, R.
HATHAWAY, D.H. ES52
DUVALL, T.L., Jr. (GSFC)
Artificial Data for Testing Helioseismology
Algorithms. For publication in the Proceedings
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of GOND 1992:SeismicInvestigationsof the
SunandStars,Boulder,CO,August8-14,1992.
BOOKOUT,P.S. ED26
Utilization of MATLAB in the Study of
ResidualFlexibilityTestingMethod.Forpresen-
tation at the 1993 MATLAB Conference,
Cambridge,MA,October18-20,1993.
BOOKOUT,P.S. ED26
StatisticallyGeneratedWeightedCurveFit of
ResidualFunction.For presentationatthe64th
ShockandVibrationSymposium,Ft. Walton,
FL,October25-28,1993.
BORDELON,W.J.,Jr. ED35
KAUFFMAN,W.J.,Jr.
HEAMAN,J.P.
TheMarshallSpaceFlightCenterTurbineTest
Equipment;DescriptionandPerformance.For
presentationatthe38thASMEInternationalGas
TurbineandAeroengineCongressandExposi-
tion,Cincinnati,OH,May24-27,1993.
BREWER,J.C. EB74
WHITT,T.H.
A Studyof the Effectsof Reconditioningon
Nickel-HydrogenCells. For presentationat
IECEC,Atlanta,GA, August8-13, 1993,and
forpublicationin theproceedings.
BREWER,J.C. EB74
WHITI',T.H.
Hubble SpaceTelescopeNickel-Hydrogen
BatteryandCellTesting--AnUpdate.Forpre-
sentationat IECEC,Atlanta,GA, August8-13,
1993,andforpublicationin theproceedings.
SALAS,R.
A QuickLookStructuralAnalysisProcedurefor
LaunchVehicles.ForpresentationattheAIAA
DynamicsSpecialistConference,Hilton Head,
SC,April 21-22,1994.
BUKLEY,A.P. ED12
JOHNSON,C.D. (UAH)
Reductionof Model Complexity by Active
Control.Forpresentationatthe25thIEEESym-
posiumon SystemsTheory,Tuscaloosa,AL,
March5-7, 1993.
BYRD,T.D. EP52
ISE,M.R.
FOSTER,J.W.
DesignVerification Methodologyfor Large
Lox/KeroseneEngines.For presentationat the
29thAIAAJSAE/ASME/ASEEJointPropulsion
Conference,Monterey,CA, June28-July 1,
1993.
CAMPBELL,J. ES65
Basic and Advanced Fourier Telescope Per-
formance for Hard X-Ray Imaging of the Sun.
For presentation at SPIE's 1993 Syposium on
Optical Instrumentation and Applied Science,
San Diego, CA, July 11-16, 1993.
CAMPBELL, J.W. ES65
HOOVER, R.B.
BAKER, P.C. (Baker Consulting)
Repolished S-056 Grazing Incidence Mirror
Performance in the MSFC AXAF Test Facility.
For presentation at SPIE's 1993 Symposium on
Optical Instrumentation and Applied Science,
San Diego, CA, July 11-16, 1993.
BRIGGS, M.S.
PACIESAS, W.S.
PENDLETON, G.N.
WILSON, R.B. ES66
BANK, D.L. (UCSD)
GRUBER, D.E.
MA'ITESON, J.L.
X-Ray Observations of Hercules X-1. For pre-
sentation at the American Astronomical Society,
Berkeley, CA, June 6-10, 1993.
(UAH)
BRUNTY, J. ED22
CHRISTENSEN, E. (Sverdrup)
CLARK, K.
FRADY, G.
RAYBURN, J.
CANDIDI, M.
(lnstituto Fisica Spazio lnternationalio)
DOBROWOLNY, M.
STONE, N.H. ES53
The First Tethered Satellite System Mission: An
Assessment. For presentation at the Seventh
Scientific Assembly of IAGA, Buenos Aires,
Argentina, July 12-23, 1993.
CAd, C. ES42
LAM, N.
QUATFROCHI, D.
Detecting the Scale and Resolution Effects in
Remote Sensing and GIS. For presentation at the
Annual Meeting of the American Society for
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Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, New
Orleans, LA, February 14-19, 1993.
CARDELINO, B. ES74
MOORE, C.
Prediction of Nonlinear Optical Properties of
Organic Materials. For presentation at the ACS
Meeting, Johnson City, TN, October 16-20,
1993.
CARLSON, G.S.
JEDLOVEC, G.J. ES43
Interpretation of Modis-N Airborne Simulator
(MAS) Calibration Anomalies Using Coincident
High Resolution Interferometer Spectrometer
(HIS) Measurements. For presentation at the
International Symposium on Spectral Sensing
Research, Kauai, HI, November 15-20, 1992.
CARPENTER, D.L. (Stanford University)
GILES, B.L. ES53
CHAPPELL, C.R.
DECREAU, P.M.E. (Lab de Physique et Chimie)
ET AL.
Plasmasphere Dynamics in the Duskside Bulge
Region; a New Look at an Old Topic. For publi-
cation in the Journal of Geophysical Research,
Washington, DC.
CARRUTH, M.R., Jr. EHI2
Plasma Interaction Effects on Materials and Sys-
tems. For presentation at the Second Interna-
tional Space Forum on "Protection of Materials
From LEO Space Environment," Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, February 24-25, 1993.
CARTER, D.C. ES76
HO, J.X.
Structure of Serum Albumin. For publication in
Advances in Protein Chemistry, Lipoproteins,
Apolipoproteins, and Lipases, Orlando, FL.
CARTER, D.C. ES76
Structures, Chemistry and Microgravity Results
of Human Serum Albumin. For presentation at
Protein Crystal Growth in Microgravity, Panama
City, FL, April 23-26, 1993.
CARTER, D.L. ED62
BAGDIGIAN, R.M.
Phase III Integrated Water Recovery Testing at
MSFC: Single Loop Test Results and Lessons
Learned. For presentation at the SAE Interna-
tional Conference on Environmental Systems,
Colorado Springs, CO, July 12-15, 1993.
CHANDLER, K. ED73
CLAVERT, B. (Teledyne Brown)
A NASTRAN DMAP Procedure for Deriving
Analytical Constrained Modes of Vibration
From Free-Free Mass-Additive Test Results. For
presentation at the International Modal Analysis
Conference, Kissimmee, FL, February 1-4,
1993.
CHASE, T.J. EP01
Wear Modes Active in Angular Contact Ball
Bearings Operating in Liquid Oxygen Environ-
ment of the Space Shuttle Turbopumps. For
publication in Lubrication Engineering (STLE),
Park Ridge, IL, March 1993.
CHASSAY, R.P. JA82
BROACH, T.M. (Teledyne Brown)
GLOVEBOX: An Excellent Environment for
Microgravity Experiments. For presentation at
the 31st Aerospace Sciences Meeting and
Exhibit, Rent, NV, January 11-14, 1993.
CHEN, P.S. (IITRUMRF)
SANDERS, J.H.
LIAW, Y.K. (Rocketdyne)
ZIMMERMAN, F.R. EH25
Mechanical Properties and Microstructure of
Vacuum Plasma Sprayed NARIoy-Z. For pre-
sentation at the ASM National Thermal Spray
Conference, Anaheim, CA, June 1993.
CHOU, S.-H. ES42
Wavenumber Selection and Hysteresis in
Unstable Baroclinic Flows. For presentation at
the Ninth Conference on Atmospheric and
Oceanic Wave and Stability, San Antonio, TX,
May 10-14, 1993.
CHOW, A.S. EP53
MO, J.D. (Memphis State University)
Numerical Modeling of Preburner Flowfield.
For presentation at the 29th Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, CA, June 28-30, 1993.
CHRISTIAN, H.J. ES43
MACH, D.M.
BAILEY, J.C.
The Airborne Field Mill Project: A Program
Summary. For presentation at the AGU 1993
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Fall Meeting, San Francisco, CA, December 5-
10, 1993.
CHRISTIAN, H.J. ES43
Lightning Imaging Sensor. For presentation at
the AGU 1993 Fall Meeting, San Francisco, CA,
December 5-10, 1993.
CLARK, R. ES74
PENN, B.
CARDELINO, B.
ET AL.
Molecular Design of Nonlinear Optical Proper-
ties and Synthesis of Organic Molecules. For
presentation at the Materials Conference,
Greensboro, NC, October 27-29, 1993.
CLAYTON, J.L. ED64
SINDA Temperature and Pressure Predictions of
Carbon-Phenolic in a Solid Rocket Motor
Nozzle Environment. For presentation at the
JANNAF Technology Meeting, Sunnyvale, CA,
December 8, 1992.
CLAYTON, J.P. (Remtech)
TINKER, M.L. ED26
Characterization and Modeling of an Advanced
Flexible Thermal Protection Material for Space
Applications. For publication in the Journal of
Spacecraft and Rockets.
COHEN, C. ES42
A Comparison of Two Cumulis Parameteriza-
tions in Mesoscale Numerical Simulations of
Moving Cloud Lines. For publication in the
Monthly Weather Review, Boston, MA.
COLE, H. EB52
Foreword for Proceedings of Conference on
Binary Optics. For publication in Spectral
Reflections Newsletter, proceedings of Confer-
ence on Binary Optics, Huntsville, AL, February
23-25, 1993.
COMFORT, R.H. (UAH)
CRAVEN, P.D. ES53
GALLAGHER, D.L.
WEST, R.L. (Boeing)
CHAPPELL, C.R. ES53
The Relation of Satellite Potential to Ambient
Plasma Density From Observations by the
GEOS-2 and DE-I Spacecraft. For presentation
at The Dusty Plasma Workshop, Huntsville, AL,
March 22-24, 1993.
COMFORT, R.H. (UAH)
CRAVEN, P.D. ES53
GALLAGHER, D.L.
CHAPPELL, C.R.
Changes in Thermal Ion Properties Across Steep
Plasmapauses. For presentation at the Spring
AGU Meeting, Baltimore, MD, May 24-28,
1993.
COOK, S. PD24
Launch Vehicles for the Space Exploration Ini-
tiative. For presentation at the 30th Space
Congress, Cocoa Beach, FL, April 27-30, 1993.
COOPER, A. EB22
POWERS, W.T.
WALLACE, T.L.
OPAD Challenges: Past, Present, Future. For
presentation at the Fourth Annual Space System
Health Management Conference, Cincinnati,
OH, November 17-18, 1992.
COWAN, J.R. EP65
WEIR, R.A.
Design and Test of Electromechanical Actuators
for Thrust Vector Control. For presentation at
the Aerospace Mechanisms Symposia, Moffett
Field, CA, May 12-14, 1993.
CRAFT, H.G., Jr. JA01
Experience Gained in Spacelab Flights--The
U.S. Case. For presentation at CEAS Interna-
tional Forum 1993, Florence, Italy, October 13-
15, 1993.
CRAFT, H.G., Jr. JA01
Spacelab Program's Scientific Benefits to
Mankind. For presentation at the 44th Interna-
tional Astronautical Congress, Graz, Austria,
October 16-22, 1993.
CROSS, J.H., II (Auburn University)
SHACKELFORD, K. EB42
GRASP/Ada: Reverse Engineering Tools for
Ada. For presentation at the Third Reverse
Engineering Forum, Burlington, MA, September
15-17, 1992.
CROSSON, W.L. ES44/(USRA)
SMITH, E.A.
COOPER, H.J.
Impact of Satellite Remote Sensing of Slow
Canopy Variables on Performance of a Hybrid
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Biosphere Model. For publication in the Journal
of Geophysical Research, Washington, DC.
CUTTEN, D.R. (UAH)
PEUSCHEL, R. (MRC)
ROTHERMEL, J. ES43
CLARKE, A.D. (University of Hawaii)
BOWDLE, D.A. ES43
Comparison of Measured and Modeled Scatter-
ing Parameters for Tropospheric Aerosols. For
presentation at the 12th Annual Meeting of
American Association for Aerosol Research,
Oak Brook, IL, October 11-15, 1993.
DELUCAS, L.J. (UAB)
CARTER, D.C. ES76
ET AL.
Recent Results and New Hardware Develop-
ments for Protein Crystal Growth in Micro-
gravity. For publication in the Journal of Crystal
Growth, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
ES64DERRICKSON, J.H.
EBY, P.B.
FOUNTAIN. W.F.
PARNELL, T.A.
WATFS, J.W.
MOON, K.H.
ET AL.
Direct Electron Pairs Along Heavy Ion Tracks.
For presentation at the 23rd International Cos-
mic Ray Conference, Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
June 19-30, 1993.
DERRICKSON, J.H.
EBY, P.B.
MOON, K.H.
PARNELL, T.A.
KING, D.T.
GREGORY, J.C.
TAKAHASHI, Y.
OGATA, T.
ES62
(USRA)
(UniversityofTennessee)
(UAH)
(UniversityofTokyo)
Direct Production of Electron-Positron Pairs by
Relativistic Oxygen and Sulfur Ions in Nuclear
Emulsion. For publication in Physical Review
Letters, Ridge, NY.
DESANCTIS, C.E. PS02
Small to Intermediate Satellites for Future Space
Physics Missions. For presentation at SPIE's
Orlando '93 Symposium, Orlando, FL, April
12-16, 1993.
DIETZ, K.L. ES65
RAMSEY, B.D.
WEISSKOPF, M.C.
AUSTIN, R.A.
Detector Development for Hard X-Ray
Astronomy. For presentation at the AIAA Space
Programs and Technologies Conference,
Huntsville, AL, September 21-23, 1993.
DOBROWOLNY, M.
(Instituto Fisica Spazio Interplanetario)
STONE, N.H. ES53
A Technical Overview of TSS-I: The First
Tethered Satellite System Mission. For publica-
tion in Neuvo Cimento, Frascati, Italy.
DOMINICK, S.M. (Martin Marietta)
DRISCOLL, S.L. EP53
Fluid Acquisition and Resupply Experiment
(FARE) Flight Results. For presentation at the
AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, CA, June 28-July 1,
1993.
DOWDY, J.F., Jr. ES52
Potential Field Extrapolation for the Quiet Sun
Magnetic Field. For presentation at the 24th
SPD Meeting, Stanford, CA, July 13-16, 1993.
DRISCOLL, K.T. ES43
BLAKESLEE, R.J.
KOSHAK, W.J.
A Time-Averaged Current Analysis of a
Thunderstorm Using Ground-Based Measure-
ments. For publication in the Journal of Geo-
physical Research, Washington, DC.
DRUEDING, T.W. (Boston University)
BIFANO, T.G.
FAWCE'I'T, S.C. EB53
Precision Ion Milling System Development. For
presentation at the ASPE Annual Meeting,
Seattle, WA, November 7-12, 1993.
DUCHON, C.E. (University of Oklahoma)
CROSSON, W.L. (USRA)
RAGHAVAN, R.
GOODMAN, S.J. ES42
Comparison of Daily Area-Mean Rainfall from
Raingauge and Radar Observations for East
Central Florida. For presentation at the AGU
Spring Meeting 1993, Baltimore, MD, May 24-
28, 1993.
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DUFFY, J.B. (Rockwell)
LEHNER, J.W. PT21
PANNELL, B.
Evaluation of the National Launch System as a
Booster for the PLS. For publication in the
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Blacksburg,
VA, Spring 1993.
DUGAL-WHITEHEAD, N.R. EB 12
The Continuing Development of Power System
Automation Knowledge. For presentation at the
1993 Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineer-
ing Conference, Atlanta, GA, August 8-13,
1993.
DUNKIN, M.B. (Southern Research Inst.)
OHLER, H.C.
KOENIG, J.R.
CLINTON, R.G. EH34
GOI.I)E, R.P. (Thiokoi)
CANF1ELI), A.
Characterization Properties of NARC lhecursor
Carbon Cloth Phenolic for RSRM. For presenta-
tion at the JANNAF Annual Meeting,
Sunnyvale, CA, December 8-10, 1992.
EAGLES, D.M. ES74
A Conjectured Explanation for Room-Tempera-
ture Superconductivity in Narrow Channels in
Oxidized Polypropylene. For publication in the
Journal of Superconductivity, Eugene, OR.
EA(;i.ES, D.M. ES74
Analysis of Resistance Data on a Good Ceramic
Sample of Y Ba2Cu307_x. For publication in the
Japanese Journal of Applied Physics, Tokyo,
Japan.
EAGI.ES, I).M. ES74
Specific Heats and Thermodynamic Critical
Fields in Zn-l)oped YBa2Cu3OT_x According to
an Induced-Pairing Model. For publication in
Physics C, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
EBY, P.B. ES63
Electron and Positron Emission Angle Distribu-
tions in Pair Production by Relativistic Heavy
Ions. For publication in Nuclear Instruments and
Methods in Physics Research, Section B,
Argonne, II,.
El .AM, S.K. EP62
HAYES, W.A.
Subscale Hot-Fire Testing of a Formed Platelet
Liner. For presentation at the AIAA/SAE/
ASME/ASEE 29th Joint Propulsion Conference,
Monterey, CA, June 28-30, 1993.
ELLIS, J.M. SA01
Developing a Cortx)rate EIS Strategy. For pre-
sentation at EIS 93, London, United Kingdom,
June 30-July 1, 1993.
EMRICH, W.J., Jr. PDI3
Design Considerations for Mars Transfer
Vehicles Using Nuclear Thermal Propulsion.
For presentation at the llth Symposium on
Space Nuclear Power and Propulsion, Albu-
querque, NM, January 9-13, 1994.
EMRICH, W.J., Jr. PD13
Vehicle Configuration Options Using Nuclear
Propulsion for Mars Missions. For presentation
at the 10lh Symposium on Space Nuclear Power
and Propulsion, Albuquerque, NM, January 10,
1993.
ENGELHAUPT, D. (UAH)
ROOD, R.W. EB53
Replication of Electroformed Wolter II X-Ray
Mirrors. For presentation at the ASPE Annual
Meeting, Seattle, WA, November 7-12, 1993.
EVANS, S.W. EL58
I)UKEMAN, G.A.
Examination of a Practical Aerobraking Guid-
ance Algorithm. For publication in the Journal
of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, Fairfax
Station, VA.
EVANS, S.W. EL58
DUKEMAN, G.A.
Description and Performance Analysis of a
Generalized Optimal Algorithm for Aerobraking
Guidance. For presentation at the Third Annual
AAS/AIAA Space Flight Mechamcs Confer-
ence, Pasadena, CA, February 22-24, 1993.
EVANS, S.W. EL58
Prediction of l.ow Eccentricity Satellite Orbits
Considering Earth Oblateness and Atmospheric
Drag. For publication in the Journal of the
Astronautical Sciences, Springfield, VA.
FA WCET-I', S.C. EB23
ROOD, R.W.
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Development of Adaptive Optical Segments
With Integrated Wave Front Sensing. For pre-
sentation at the SPIE, Smart Structures and
Materials '93, Albuquerque, NM, February 1--4,
1993.
FAWCETI _, S. EB23
ROOD, R.W.
Ion Figuring System for Segmented, Adaptive
Optics. For presentation at the American Society
for Precision Engineering/92 Conference,
Orlando, FL, October 18-23, 1992.
FAWCETF, S.C. EB53
BLACK, C.D.
ENGLEHAUPT, D. (UAH)
Production of X-Ray Optics by Diamond Turn-
ing and Replication Techniques. For presenta-
tion at the ASPE Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA,
November 7-12, 1993.
FEKEL, F.C. ES52
BROWNING, J.C. (Tennessee State University)
HENRY, G.
MORTON, M.D. (Vanderbilt University)
HALL, D.S.
Chromospherically Active Stars.X. Spectro-
scopy and Photometry of HD 212280. For pub-
lication in the Astronomical Journal, Woodbury,
NY.
FENNELLY, J.A. (UAH)
TORR, D.G.
TORR, M.R. ES51
RICHARDS, P.G. (UAH)
YUNG, S. (Boeing)
Retrieval of Thermospheric Atomic Oxygen,
Nitrogen and Temperature From the 732 NM
Emission Measured by the ISO on ATLAS 1.
For publication in Geophysical Research Letters,
Washington, DC.
FAWCETT, S.C. EB53
DRUEDING, T.W. (Boston University)
BIFANO, T.G.
Neutral Ion Figuring of CVD SiC. For publica-
tion in Optical Engineering.
FAY, J.F. (Sverdrup)
HENGEL, J.E. ED33
Pressure Dither in Venting Analyses. For
presentation at the AIAA 24th Fluid Dynamics
Conference, Orlando, FL, July 6-9, 1993.
FAZAH, M.M. EP53
LAK, T. (Rockwell)
NGUYEN, H.
WOOD, C.C.
Design and Integrated Operation of an Innova-
tive Thermodynamic Vent System Concept. For
presentation at the 29th AIAA/SAE/ASME/
ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference, Monterey,
CA, June 28-30, 1993.
FEHSE, W. (European Space Agency)
TOBIAS, A.
THOMAS, U.
HOODLESS, R. EE84
BUCHANAN, H.
The ESA-NASA Automated Rendezvous and
Capture Demonstration. For presentation at The
Third European In-Orbit Operations Sympo-
sium, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, June 22-24,
1993.
FICHTL, G.H. ES01
GALLOWAY, P.N. (Teledyne Brown)
TWICHELL, W.B.
Overview of U.S. Material Science and Fluid
Science Instrumentation. For presentation at
1983-1993: Spacelab. 10 Years Experience in
Manned Space Activities, Florence, Italy,
October 12-14, 1993.
FINCKENOR, J. ED52
ROGERS, P.
OTIE, N.
CORSS: Cylinder Optimization of Rings, Skin,
and Stringers. For presentation at OPTI '93
Computer Aided Optimum Design of Structures,
Zaragoza, Spain, July 7-9, 1993.
FINCKENOR, M.M. EHI5
LINTON, R.C.
KAMENETZKY, R.R.
VAUGHN, J.A.
Thermal Control Materials on EOIN-3. For pre-
sentation at the AIAA Space Programs and
Technology Conference, Huntsville, AL,
September 21-23, 1993.
FINESCHI, S.
HOOVER, R.B.
ZUKIC, M.
KIM, J.
WALKER, A.B.C., Jr.
BAKER, P.C.
(Harvard-Smithsonian)
ES52
(UAH)
(Stanford University)
(Baker Consulting)
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Polarimetryof theHI Lymanafor Diagnostics
of CoronalMagneticFields.Forpresentationat
SHE1993,SanDiego,CA,July12-16,1993.
HNESCHI,S.
HOOVER,R.B.
ZUKIC,M.
KIM,J.
WALKER,A.B.C.,Jr.
(Harvard-Smithsonian)
ES52
(UAH)
(StanfordUniversity)
BAKER,P.C. (BakerConsulting)
Polarimetryof the HI Lymana for Coronal
MagneticFieldDiagnostics.Forpublicationin
theProceedingsof SPIE,SanDiego,CA, July
19-24,1992.
HSH,J.E. (Sverdrup)SIMS,J.A.
HUGHES,M. EP75
A PracticalApproachto DeterminingtheUncer-
taintyof a PressureMeasurementSystem.For
presentationat the39thInternationalInstrumen-
tation Symposium(ISA), Albuquerque,NM,
May2-6, 1993.
HSHER,M.F. EP56
FOX,E.C.
MultipurposeHydrogenTest-BedLargeScale
Cryogenic/ThermalVacuumSystems'TestBed
attheMarshallSpaceHight Center.Forpresen-
tationat theAIAA 29thJointPropulsionCon-
ference,Monterey,CA,June28-30,1993.
HSHMAN,G.J. ES66
Gamma-RayBursts:ObservationalOverview.
For presentationat the Second Compton
ObservatorySymposium,CollegePark, MD,
September20--22,1993.
HSHMAN,G.J. ES66
MEEGAN,C.A.
WILSON,R.B.
BROCK,M.N.
HORACK,J.M.
KOUVELIOTOU,C. (USRA)
HOWARD,S.
PACIESAS,W.S. (UAH)
BRIGGS,M.S.
PENDLETON,G.N.
ET AL.
The First BATSE Gamma-Ray Burst Catalog.
For publication in the Ap. J. Supplement Series,
Tucson, AZ.
HSHMAN, G.J. ES62
The BATSE Experiment on the Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory. For presentation at
the 30th Space Congress, Cocoa Beach, FL,
April 1993.
FISHMAN, G.J. ES62
Observations From the BATSE Experiment on
the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory. For
publication in World Space Congress
(COSPAR), Washington, DC, August 28-
September 5, 1992.
HTZJARRALD, D. ES42
ROBERTSON, F.
BARRON, E. (Pennsylvania State University)
THOMPSON, S.
(National Center for Atmospheric Research)
POLLARD, D.
Simulated Interannual Variability in the Hydro-
logic Cycle Over North America. For presenta-
tion at the Sixth Conference on Climate Varia-
tions (AMS), Nashville, TN, January 23-28,
1993.
FONTENLA, J. (UAH)
SCHMIEDER, B. (Observatoire de Paris)
SIMNE'IT, G. (UAB)
TANDBERG-HANSSEN, E. ES01
Time Evolution of a Mini-Hare as Seen in Ha,
UV Lines, and X Rays. For publication in
Astronomy and Astrophysics, Meudon, France.
FORSYTHE, E. (USRA)
PUSEY, M. ES76
Observations on Effects of Temperature and
Precipitant Concentration on Lysozyme Face
Growth Rates. For presentation at Protein Crys-
tal Growth in Microgravity, Panama City Beach,
FL, April 23-26, 1993.
FORSYTHE, E. (USRA)
PUSEY, M. ES76
Tetragonal Lysozyme Face Growth Rates--
Revisited. For presentation at the Fifth Interna-
tional Conference on Crystallization of Biologi-
cal Macromolecules, San Diego, CA, August 8-
13, 1993.
FRADKOY, Y.E.
MANI, S.
GLICKSMAN, M.E.
FRAZIER, D.O.
WITHEROW, W.K.
(Polytechnic Institute)
ES74
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DOWNEY,J.P.
ROGERS,J.R.
MixedDimensionalCoarseningof 3-D Droplets
by 2-D Diffusion.For presentationatthe1993
FallMeetingof theMaterialsResearchSociety,
Boston,MA, November29-December3, 1993.
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GARY, G.A. ES52
RABIN, D. (National Solar Observatory)
Observed Line-of-Sight Solar Magnetic Flux
Imbalances as a Result of Electric Currents. For
publication in Solar Physics, The Netherlands.
FULTON, M.A. ES65
RAMSEY, B.D.
KOLODZIEJCZAK, J.J. (Hughes Corp.)
Microstrip Detector Development for X-Ray
Astronomy. For presentation at SPIE's 1993
Symposium on Optical Instrumentation and
Applied Science, San Diego, CA, July 11-16,
1993.
GADDIS, S.W. ED35
Experimental Study of Three Exit Pressure Dis-
tortions on Turbine Performance. For presenta-
tion at the 29th Joint Propulsion Conference and
Exhibit, Monterey, CA, June 28-July 1, 1993.
GAFFNEY, N.I. (University of Texas)
LESTER, D.F.
TELESCO, C.M. ES63
The Stellar Velocity Dispersion in the Nucleus
of M82. For publication in The Astrophysical
Journal Letters, Cambridge, MA.
GALDOS, J.I. (Mayflower Communications Co.)
UPADHYAY, T.N.
DEATON, A.W. EL58
LOMAS, J.M.
GPS Relative Navigation for Automatic Space-
craft Rendezvous and Capture. For presentation
at the National Telesystems Conference, Atlanta,
GA, June 16-17, 1993.
GALLAGHER, D. ES53
The Inner Magnetosphere Imager Mission. For
presentation at '93 Solar System Plasma Physics
Resolution of Processes in Space and Time,
Yosemite, CA, February 2-5, 1993.
GANGL, B. EB56
FREESTONE, T.
SIMS, H.
Scale Model Space Shuttle EMI Test: HF-VHF
Electromagnetic Field Strength Measurements.
For presentation at the 1993 IEEE International
Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility,
Dallas, TX, August 9-13, 1993.
GEHRELS, N. ES66
FICHTEL, C.E.
FISHMAN, G.J.
KURFESS, J.D.
SCHONFELDER, V.
The Compton Gamma Ray Observatory. For
publication in Scientific American, New York,
NY.
GENGE, G.G. EP62
SAVILLE, M. (Allied Signal Aerospace Co.)
GU, A.
Foil Bearing Performance in Liquid Nitrogen
and Liquid Oxygen. For presentation at the
AIAA Joint Propulsion Conference and Exhibit,
Monterey, CA, June 28-30, 1993.
GERRISH, H.P., Jr. EP53
DOUGHTY, G.E.
Performance Assessment of Low Pressure
Nuclear Thermal Propulsion. For presentation at
AIAAJASME/SAE/ASEE 29th Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, CA, June 28-30, 1993.
GERRISH, H.P., Jr. EP25
DOUGHTY, G.E.
Performance Assessment of Low Pressure
Nuclear Thermal Propulsion. For presentation at
the Propulsion Engineering Research Center,
Fifth Annual Symposium, University Park, PA,
September 8, 1993.
GHAFFARIAN, B. (Sverdrup)
CUMMINGS, R. ED65
Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF-
I) Thermal Analyses Using Integrated Thermal
Analysis System (ITAS) Program. For presenta-
tion at the Thermal and Fluid Analysis Work-
shop '93, Cleveland, OH, August 16-20, 1993.
GILES, B.L. ES53
CHAPPELL, C.R.
MOORE, T.E.
COMFORT, R.H. (UAH)
WAITE, J.H., Jr. (Southwest Research Institute)
Statistical Survey of Pitch Angle Distributions in
Core (0-50 eV) Ions From Dynamics
Explorer-l: Outflow in the Auroral Zone, Polar
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Cap,andCusp.Forpublicationin theJournalof
GeophysicalResearch,Washington,DC.
GILLIES,D.C. ES75
LARSON,D.J. (Grumman)
LEHOCZKY,S.L. ES75
SZOFRAN,F.R.
ET AL.
Bulk Growth of II-VI Crystals in the Micro-
gravity Environment of USML-I. For presenta-
tion at SPIE's International Symposium on
Optics, Imaging, and Instrumentation, San
Diego, CA, July 11-16, 1993.
GOLDBERG, B.E. EP12
COOK, J.R.
Solid Rocket Combustion Simulator (SRCS).
For presentation at the AIAA Conference,
Monterey, CA, June 27-July 1, 1993.
GOLDE, R.P. (Thiokol)
CLINTON, R.G. EE51
A Total Quality Management Approach to Solid
Rocket Motor Nozzle Problem Solving. For pre-
sentation at the Annual JANNAF RNTS Meet-
ing, Sunnyvale, CA, December 8-10, 1992.
GOODMAN, S.J. ES42
CHRISTIAN, H.J.
SCHARFEN, G.
lntercomparisons of Global Lightning and
Rainfall Observations From Space. For presen-
tation at the Symposium on Global Electric Cir-
cuit, Global Change, and the Meteorology
Application of Lightning Information, Nashville,
TN, January 23-28, 1994.
GOODMAN, S.J. ES42
I,AFONTAINE, F.J.
HUFFMAN, G.J. (USRA)
AI)LER, R.F. (GSFC)
An lntercomparison of the Navy Cal/Val and
SSM/I Pathfinder Precipitation Algorithms. For
presentation at the Shared Processing Network
SSM/I Algorithm Symposium, Monterey, CA,
June 8-10, 1993.
GOODMAN, S. ES42
RAGHAVAN, R. (USRA)
Investigating the Relation Between Precipitation
and Lightning Using Polarimetric Radar Obser-
vations. For presentation at the 26th Conference
on Radar Meteorology, Norman, OK, May 24-
28, 1993.
GOODMAN, S.J. ES44
CROSSON, W.L.
LAYMON, C.A.
DUCHON, C.A.
Surface Energy and Land-Atmosphere Water
Budgets During the CaPE Hydrometeorology
Project. For presentation at the 1992 AGU Fall
Meeting, San Francisco, CA, December 7-11,
1992.
GORDON, S. (Nichols Research)
NUNES, A.C., Jr. EH23
An Investigation Into Geometry Effects Upon
the Ultimate Tensile Strengths of Butt Welds.
For presentation at the International Conference
on Modeling and Control of Joining Processes,
Orlando, FL, December 6-8, 1993.
GRAHAM, J.B. PD22
Parametric Study of Shroud Design on Launch
Vehicle Performance. For publication in the
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Blacksburg,
VA.
GRIFFIN, L.W. ED32
HUBER, F.W.
Advancement of Turbine Aerodynamic Design
Techniques. For presentation at the ASME
International Gas Turbine Conference,
Cincinnati, OH, May 24-27, 1993.
GRIFFIN, L.W. ED32
ROWEY, R.J. (Pratt & Whitney)
Analytical Investigation of the Unsteady Aero-
dynamic Environments in Space Shuttle Main
Engine (SSME) Turbines. For presentation at the
1993 ASME International Gas Turbine Confer-
ence, Cincinnati, OH, May 24-27, 1993.
GUFFIN, T. EO43
ONKEN, J.
Generic Mission Planning Concepts for Space
Astronomy Missions. For presentation at the
Second International Symposium on Ground
Data Systems for Space Mission Operations,
JPL, Pasadena, CA, November 16-20, 1992.
GUITER, S.M. ES53
MOORE, T.E.
Modeling of Heavy Ion Enhancements in the
Outer Plasmasphere. For presentation at the
Spring AGU Meeting, Baltimore, MD, May 24-
28. 1993.
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GURULE-LEYBA,S. ES74
COLLINS,J.
MASCARENAS,M.
PENN,B.
CLARK,R.D.
Preparation of 4-Nitroanilines Containing
HeterocyclicAmines.For presentationat the
Scienceand TechnologyAlliance Materials
Conference93,Greensboro,NC,October27-29,
1993.
HAGYARD,M.J. ES52
NonpotentialMagneticFieldsin SolarActive
Regions. For presentation at the IAU
Colloquium No. 141, IAU Commission10,
Beijing,China,September6--12,1992.
HAGYARD,M.J. ES52
WEST,E.A.
SMITH,J.E.
KENNY,E.G. (Boeing)
MagneticFieldConfigurationAssociatedWith
SolarFlaresinJune1991.Forpresentationatthe
24thSPDMeeting,Stanford,CA, July 13-16,
1993.
HAKKILA, J. (MankatoStateUniversity)
MEEGAN,C.A. ES66
PENDLETON,G.N. (UAH)
FISHMAN,G.J. ES66
WILSON,R.B.
ET AL.
Constraints on Galactic Distributions of
Gamma-Ray Burst Sources from BATSE obser-
vations. For publication in the Astrophysical
Journal, Tucson, AZ.
HALE, J.P., II E023
Marshall Space Flight Center's Virtual Reality
Applications Program. For presentation at New
York Technology Summit, New York, NY,
December 8-11, 1992.
Training and Virtual Environment Technology,
Houston, TX, May 5-7, 1993.
HALE, J.P., II EO23
Future Uses of Virtual Reality in Long Duration
Space Flight and Other Isolated Environments.
For presentation at the 1993 International Space
Development Conference, Huntsville, AL, May
27-31, 1993.
HALE, J.P., II EO23
Marshall Space Flight Center's Virtual Reality
Applications Program. For presentation at the
IEEE Computer Fair, Huntsville, AL, February
19-20, 1993.
HALE, J.P., II EO23
Virtual Reality as a Human Factors Design
Analysis Tool: Macro-Ergonomic Application
Validation and Assessment of the Space Station
Freedom Payload Control Area. For presentation
at Space Operations Applications Research
(SOAR) '93, Houston, TX, August 3-5, 1993.
HAM-BATIqSTA, G. (Sverdrup)
HELMICK, G.
HUNT, G.
FRANCK, C. ED25
Finite Element Analysis of the Space Shuttle
Main Engine Alternate Turbopump Develop-
ment (ATD) High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
(HPOTP). For presentation at the
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS 34th Structures,
Structural Dynamics and Materials (SDM) Con-
ference, LaJolla, CA, April 19-20, 1993.
HARMON, B.A. ES66
FISHMAN, G.J.
PACIESAS, W.S. (UAH)
BRIGGS, M.S.
GRO JO422+32. For publication in IAU Circu-
lar, Cambridge, MA.
HALE, J.P., II EO23
Ergonomics and VDT Design for Space
Environments. For presentation at the Fifth
International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction, Orlando, FL, August 8-13, 1993.
HARMON, B.A. ES66
Observation of Hard X-Ray Transients With
BATSE. For presentation at the Second Comp-
ton Observatory Symposium, College Park, MD,
September 20-22, 1993.
HALE, J.P., II EO23
Marshall Space Flight Center's Virtual Reality
Applications Program. For presentation at the
1993 Conference on Intelligent Computer-Aided
HARMON, B.A. ES66
FISHMAN, G.J.
WILSON, C.A.
PACIESAS, W.S. (UAH)
LING, J.C. (JPL)
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WHEATON,W.A.
CYGNUSX-1.For publicationin theIAU Cir-
cular,Cambridge,MA.
HARMON,B.A. ES66
HNGER,M.H.
KOUVELIOTOU,C. (USRA)
PACIESAS,W.S. (UAH)
Long-TermTemporalStudiesof GX339-4Hard
X-RayOutbursts.Forpresentationatthe182nd
Meetingof theAAS,Berkeley,CA,June6-10,
1993.
HARMON,B.A. ES66
HSHMAN,G.J.
PACIESAS,W.S. (UAH)
GROJO422+32CircularNo.5685.Forpublica-
tionin theIAU Circular,Cambridge,MA.
HARMON,B.A. ES66
FISHMAN,G.J.
PACIESAS,W.S.
HNGER,M.
GX339--4CircularNo.5647.Forpublicationin
theIAU Circular,Cambridge,MA.
HARMON,B.A.
WILSON,C.A.
FINGER,M.H.
BROCK,M.N.
WILSON,R.B.
FISHMAN,G.J.
RUBIN,B.C. (USRA)
MEEGAN,C.A.
PACIESAS,W.S. (UAH)
PENDLETON,G.N.
Observationof GX 339-4HardStateOutbursts
in 1991and 1992.For publicationin theApJ
Letters,Cambridge,MA.
ES66
(ComputerSciencesCorp.)
HARMON,B.A. ES62
HSHMAN,G.J.
PARNELL,T.A.
LAIRD,C.E. (EasternKentuckyUniversity)
InducedActivationStudyof LDEF.For publi-
cationsin theProceedingsof theSecondLDEF
Symposium,SanDiego,CA,June1-5,1992.
HARMON,B.A.
WILSON,R.B.
FISHMAN,G.J.
MEEGAN,C.A.
ET AL.
ES62
GRO JO422+32. For publication in the IAU
Circular, Cambridge, MA.
HARMON, B.A. ES62
PACIESAS, W.S.
HSHMAN, G.J.
GRS1915+105. For publication in the IAU Cir-
cular, Cambridge, MA.
HARTHELD, R.J., Jr. (Auburn University)
ESKRIDGE, R. EP53
Experimental Investigation of a Simulated Lox
Injector How Field. For presentation at the 29th
AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, CA, June 28, 1993.
HASTINGS, L.J. EP25
SCHMIDT, G.R.
The Marshall Space Hight Center Cryogenic
Huid Management Program. For presentation at
the 1993 Space Programs and Technologies
Conference, Huntsville, AL, September 21-23,
1993.
HATHAWAY, D.H. ES52
Revealing the Solar Interior. For publication in
Astronomy Magazine, Waukesha, WI.
HATHAWAY, D.H. ES52
WILSON, R.M.
REICHMANN, E.J.
The Shape of the Solar Sunspot Cycle. For pre-
sentation at the 24th SPD Meeting, Stanford,
CA, July 13-16, 1993.
HATHAWAY, D.H. ES52
WILSON, R.M.
REICHMANN, E.J.
The Shape of the Sunspot Cycle. For publication
in Solar Physics, The Netherlands.
HATHAWAY, D.H. ES52
Doppler Measurement of the Solar Meridional
Circulation. For publication in GONG 1992:
Seismic Investigation of the Sun and Stars
(Proceedings), Boulder, CO.
HE, X.M. ES76
HOLOWACHUK, E.W. (Bassett Hospital)
NORTON, E.J.
TWIGG, P.D. ES76
CARTER, D.C.
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Three-Dimensional Structure of Horse Serum
Albumin at 2.7 ,_,. For publication in FEBS, El
Sevier, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
HELBA, M.J. (Science Applications International)
MOG, R.A. (UAH)
ROBINSON, J.H. ED52
Design Optimization of Multibumper Spacecraft
Protective Structures for Space Station Freedom.
For presentation at the AIAA Space Programs
and Technologies Conference, Huntsville, AL,
September 21-23, 1993.
HELMICKI, A. (University of Cincinnati)
JAWEED, S.
KOLCIO, K.
KUO, F. ED14
Health Monitoring and Control for the STME: A
Case Study. For presentation at the Fourth
Annual Health Monitoring Conference for
Propulsion Systems, Cincinnati, OH, November
18, 1992.
HERRMANN, M.C. PD24
Small Spacecraft Applications for Future
Science Missions. For presentation at the
Seventh Annual AIAA/Utah State University
Conference on Small Satellites, Logan, UT,
September 13-16, 1993.
HERTEL, E.S., Jr. ED52
CHHABILDAS, L.C.
HILL, S.A.
Hyper Velocity Impact Tests and Simulations of
Single Whipple Bumper Shield Concepts at 10
km/s. For presentation at the 1992 Hypervelocity
Impact Symposium, Austin, TX, November 17,
1992.
ES44HICKEY, M.P.
JAMES, B.F.
ANDERSON, B.J.
SMITH, R.E.
A Comparison of Measured and Modeled
Thermospheric Densities and the Implications
for Space Station Freedom. For presentation at
the AIAA 31st Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Rent, NV, January 11-14, 1993.
EH13
HILES, S.
HOUGHTON, J.R.
WILKERSON, C.
WILSON, D.A.
Serpentine Optical Fiber Strain Gauge Evalua-
tion. For publication in Applications of Fiber
Optic Sensors in Engineering Mechanics, N J,
April 1993.
HINMAN-SWEENEY, E.M. EB62
Enhancing Productivity in Space Through
Robotics. For presentation at the International
Conference on CAD/CAM Robotics and Fac-
tories of the Future, St. Petersburg, Russia, May
17-20, 1993.
HINMAN-SWEENEY, E.M. EB62
Developing an Electronic International Network
for Space Communications. For presentation at
HCI International, Orlando, FL, August 8-13,
1993.
HO, J.X. ES76
RUKER, F.
KEELING, K.
CARTER, D.C.
Structure of FAB Fragment of 3D6 Monoclonal
Antibody IgG and Its Binding to a Fragment of
GP-41 of HIV Virus Type I. For presentation at
the 16th International Conference of IUCR,
Beijing, China, August 21-29, 1993.
HOFMEISTER, W.H. (Vanderbilt University)
MORTON, C.W.
BAYUZICK, R.J.
ROBINSON, M.B. ES75
A Statistical Approach to Understanding
Nucleation Phenomena. For presentation at the
International Workshop on Undercooled Metal-
lic Melts: Properties, Solidification and
Metastable Phases, Cioci, Italy, June 6-11,
1993.
HOLMES, R.R. EJ22
McKECHNIE, T.N.
Plasma Spray in the Space Program: Evolution
From Thermal Barrier Coatings to Structures
and Back. For presentation at Thermal Barrier
Coatings for Aerospace Applications, Toronto,
Canada, October 22-23, 1992.
HOLMES, R.R. EH25
ZIMMERMAN, F.R.
KROTZ, P.D. (Rockwell)
McKECHNIE, T.N.
LIAW, Y.K.
Thermal Spray of Refractory Metal Powders for
High Temperature Furnace Applications. For
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presentationat the TMS AnnualConference,
Denver,CO,February1993.
HOOVER,R.B.
SHEALY,D.L.
GORE,D.
WALKER,A.B.C.,Jr.
BAKER,P.C.
BARBEE,T.W.,Jr.
ES52
(UAB)
(StanfordUniversity)
(BakerConsulting)
(LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory)
Fabricationof the WaterWindowImagingX-
RayMicroscope.Forpresentationat the SPIE
'93 Conference,SanDiego,CA, July 12-16,
1993.
HOOVER,R.B.
WALKER,A.B.C.,Jr.
FINESCHI,S.
BAKER,P.C.
KIM,J.
ZUKIC,M.
ES52
(StanfordUniversity)(Harvard-Smithsonian)
(BakerConsulting)(UAH)
FabricationandTestof aWide-FieldH-Lymana
ChronographInstrument.Forpresentationatthe
SPIE'93Conference,SanDiego,CA, July12-
16,1993.
Integral Moment Analysis of the BATSE
Gamma-RayBurst IntensityDistribution.For
publication in The Astrophysical Journal,
Tucson,AZ.
HORACK,J.M. ES66
EMSLIE,A.G.
A Searchfor NonburstEmissionFrom the
Positionsof Well-LocatedGamma-RayBursts.
For publicationin TheAstrophysical Journal,
Tucson, AZ.
HORACK, J.M. ES62
MEEGAN, C.A.
FISHMAN, G.J.
WILSON, R.B.
PACIESAS, W.S. (UAH)
EMSLIE, A.G.
PENDLETON, G.N.
BROCK, M.N. ES62
Effects of Location Uncertainties on the
Observed Distribution of Gamma-Ray Bursts
Detected by BATSE. For publication in The
Astrophysical Journal, Tucson, AZ.
HOOVER, R.B. ES52
WALKER, A.B.C., Jr. (Stanford University)
DEFOREST, C.E.
WA'Iq'S, R. (Nat. Inst. of Stds. and Tech.)
TARRIO, C.
Ultrahigh Resolution Photographic Films for X-
Ray/EUR/FUV Astronomy. For publication in
the Proceedings of SPIE, San Diego, CA, July
17-24, 1992.
HOPSON, G.D. KA01
Maintainable Design for Space Station Freedom.
For presentation at the 44th International Astro-
nautical Congress, Graz, Austria, October 16-
22, 1993.
HORACK, J.M. ES66
KOSHUT, T.M. (UAH)
MALLOZZI, R.S.
STOREY, S.D. ES66
EMSLIE, A.G. (UAH)
Implications of the BATSE Data for a Helio-
centric Origin of Gamma-Ray Bursts. For publi-
cation in The Astrophysical Journal, Tucson,
AZ.
HORACK, J.M. ES66
EMSLIE, A.G.
HORACK, J.M. ES64
HARMON, B.A.
FISHMAN, G.J.
MEEGAN, C.A.
WILSON, R.B.
PACIESAS, W.S. (UAH)
Detecting Discrete Emission From Well-
Localized Gamma-Ray Bursts Using the BATSE
Occultation Method. For presentation at the
181st American Astronomical Society Meeting,
Washington, DC, January 3-7, 1993.
HOWARD, S.
FINGER, M.
MEEGAN, C.A.
FISHMAN, G.J.
WILSON, R.B.
PACIESAS, W.S.
GIBBY, L.
(USRA)
(Computer Science Corp.)
ES66
(UAH)
(Boeing)
Search for Correlations of BATSE Gamma-Ray
Bursts With Known Objects. For publication in
Nature, Washington, DC.
HOWARD, S.
FISHMAN, G.J.
MEEGAN, C.A.
WILSON, R.B.
PACIESAS, W.S.
ES62
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Search for Correlations of BATSE GRB's With
Known Objects. For presentation at the 181st
American Astronomic,-.l Society Meeting,
Washington, DC, January 3-7, 1993.
HOWARD, S. ES66
KEEL, W.C. (University of Alabama)
BYRD, G.
BURKEY, J.
A Simulation Atlas of Tidal Features in
Galaxies. For publication in ApJ, Chicago, IL.
HUDSON, S.T. ED35
HEAMAN, J.P.
DUNN, M.G. (Calspan)
Pressure Measurements on the First Stage
Blades of the Space Shuttle Main Engine High
Pressure Fuel Turbine Model. For presentation
at the 29th Joint Propulsion Conference and
Exhibit, Monterey, CA, June 28-July 1, 1993.
HUETER, U. trl21
Access to Space--Potential Future U.S. Launch
Vehicle Transportation Systems. For presenta-
tion at the 44th International Astronautical
Congress, Graz, Austria, October 16-22, 1993.
HUFF, T.L. (Sverdrup)
DANFORD, M.D. EH24
WALSH, D.W. (California Polytechnic Institute)
RODGERS, E.B. EH32
Results of Microbiological and Corrosion
Analysis of Three Urine Pretreatment Regimes
With Titanium-6AL-4V. For presentation at the
International Conference on Environmental
Systems, Colorado Springs, CO, July 12-15,
1993.
HULKA, J.J. EP53
HUT'F, J.
Penn State Symposium on Liquid Propellant
Rocket Combustion Instability. For presentation
at the First International Symposium on Liquid
Rocket Engine Instability, University Park, PA,
January 18-20, 1993.
HUNG, R.J. ES42
LEE, C.C.
LESLIE, F.W.
Dynamic Characteristics of the Partially Filled
Rotating Dewar of the Gravity Probe-B Space-
craft. For publication in Acta Astronautical, 26,
1993, Tarrytown, NY.
HUNG, R.J. (UAH) ES42
SHYU, K.L.
Liquid Resettlement and Slosh Wave Excitation
During Fluid Reorientation in Microgravity. For
publication in Acta Astronautical, Tarrytown,
NY.
HUNG, R.J. ES42
PAN, H.L. (UAH)
Liquid-Vapor Interface Oscillation Induced by
Asymmetric Gravity Jitter in Reduced Gravity.
For publication in the International Journal of
Fluid Phase Equilibria, Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands, 1993.
HUNG, R.J. ES42
LEE, C.C. (UAH)
Effect of the Baffle on the Spacecraft Fluid Pro-
pellant Viscous Stress and Moment Fluctuations.
For publication in Transactions of the Japan
Society for Aeronautics and Space Science,
Tokyo, Japan, 1993.
HUNG, R.J. ES42
LEE, C.C. (UAH)
Effect of the Baffle on the Asymmetric Gravity-
Jitter Excited Slosh Waves and Spacecraft
Moments and Angular Momentum Fluctuations.
For publication in the Journal of Aerospace
Engineering, United Kingdom.
HUT'F, J.J. EP53
ROCKER, M.
High-Frequency Injection-Coupled Combustion
Instability in Liquid Propellant Rocket Engines.
For presentation at the First International Sym-
posium on Liquid Rocket Engine Instability,
University Park, PA, January 18-20, 1993.
HUT'F, J. EP56
FISHER, M.F.
ESKRIDGE, R.
ROBERTSON, T.
Rocket Injector Single Element Characterization
at the Marshall Space Flight Center. For presen-
tation at the AIAA 29th Joint Propulsion Con-
ference, Monterey, CA, June 28-30, 1993.
HUTI?, J.J. EP13
SSME Fuel Preburner Injector Characterization.
For presentation at the Propulsion Engineering
Research Center, Fifth Annual Symposium,
State College, PA, September 8, 1993.
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JAGGI, S. ES42
QUATI'ROCHI, D.A.
LAM, N. S.-N.
Implementation and Operation of Three Fractal
Measurement Algorithms for Analysis of
Remote Sensing Data. For publication in Com-
puters and Geosciences, Wichita, KS, February
1, 1993.
JAGGI, S. (Lockheed)
BASKIN, R.L. (U.S. Geological Survey)
QUATrROCHI, D.A. ES42
An Algorithm for Estimating Upper and Lower
Bounds of the Emissivities and Temperature of a
Source Using Multispectral Data. For publica-
tion in Photogrammetric Engineering and
Remote Sensing, Bethesda, MD.
JAMES, B. ES44
JOHNSON, D.
TYREE, L. (Sciences and Technology Corp.)
Mars Global Reference Atmosphere Model
(MARS-GRAM): Release 2. Overview and
Applications. For presentation at the 31st AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV,
January 11-15, 1993.
JAMES, M.W. ES43
HOOD, R.E.
SPENCER, R.W.
Advanced Microwave Precipitation Radiometer
(AMPR) Improved Calibration and Data Collec-
tion. For presentation at SPIE OE/Aerospace and
Remote Sensing 93, Orlando, FL, April 12-14,
1993.
JARZEMBSKI, M.A. ES43
SRIVASTAVE, V.
Single Particle Calibration of Continuous Wave
Doppler Lidars for Aerosol Backscatter
Measurements. For presentation at the 12th
Annual Meeting of the American Association
for Aerosol Research, Oak Brook, IL, October
11-15, 1993.
JOHNSON, C.L. PS02
HERRMANN, M.C.
Imaging the Magnetosphere From Space: The
Inner Magnetosphere Imager (IMI) Mission. For
presentation at SPIE Conference on
Instrumentation for Magnetospheric Imagery,
San Diego, CA, July 14, 1993.
JOHNSON, C.L. PS02
The Inner Magnetosphere Imager Mission. For
presentation at SPIE's Orlando '93 Symposium,
Orlando, FL, April 12-16, 1993.
JOHNSON, L. PS02
HERRMANN, M.
The Inner Magnetosphere Imager Mission: A
New Window on the Plasma Universe. For pub-
lication in Optical Engineering, August 1993.
JOHNSON, D.L. ES44
HILL, C.K.
TYREE, L.W. (Science and Technology Corp.)
Terrestrial Environment (Climatic) Criteria
Guidelines Document Updated in 1993 for Use
in Aerospace Vehicle Development. For presen-
tation at the 32nd AIAA Aerospace Science
Meeting, Reno, NV, January 10-13, 1994.
JOHNSON, D.L. ES44
HILL, C.K.
VAUGHAN, W.W. (UAH)
BROWN, S.C. (USRA)
BATTS, G.W. (New Technology, Inc.)
Natural Environment Requirements Definition
and Significance for Aerospace Plane Develop-
"ment. For presentation at the Fifth AIAA Inter-
national Aerospace Planes and Technologies
Conference, Munich, Germany, November 30-
December 3, 1993.
JOHNSON, D.L. ES44
NASP Natural Environment Support--Natural
Environment Applications for NASP/X-30
Design and Mission Planning. For presentation
at the 1993 NASP Technology Review,
Monterey, CA, April 13-16, 1993.
JOHNSTON, L.M. ED25
PERKINS, L.A.
DENNISTON, C.L.
PRICE, J.M.
Advanced Main Combustion Chamber Structural
Jacket Strength Analysis. For presentation at the
34th SDM Conference on AIAA/ASME/
ASCE/AHS/ASC, LaJolla, CA, April 19-21,
1993.
JOHNSON, L. PS02
Mitigation of Adverse Environmental Effects on
Lunar-Based Astronomical Instruments. For
presentation at the ISU '93 Alumni Conference,
Huntsville, AL, August 6, 1993.
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JONES,W.D. EB52
VisibleLight Testingof theAXAF-SDemon-
strationMirror Shell.For presentationat the
ASPEAnnualMeeting,Seattle,WA,November
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PRESTWlCH,A.H.
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